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At a standstill: Same-sex living policy still angers RDs; College has no immediate plans to allow gay couples to live on campus 
By Traci TaterlCO 
Ithacan Staff 
Despi~ :opposition to a new 
policy announced April 14 that pre-
vents residence directors from liv-
ingwith non-married partners, there 
are no plans to change it to 
accornodate those whom it effects. 
T~e new policy was imple-
mentedJune I and as a result. many 
people have voiced concerns. 
Under this plan, only residence 
directors, their legally married 
spo~ and their dependent chil-
dren may live in the aparunenL 
Individuals and studeat organi1.a-
tions have accmed the College of 
discrimination on the basis of sexual 
orientation. 
John B. Oblak, vice president 
forstudent affairs and campus life, 
said that the apartment is part of a 
benefits package for the residence 
directors as required by New York 
state. 
"We're in compliance with the 
tax code and the city," Oblak said. 
"ff we extended this priviledge to 
RD's, then we would be expected 
to extend it to all· others, which 
. would include staff and faculty." 
Adam Boardman, former co-
chainnan of the Staff Input Board 
(SIB), said that the issue has not 
been dropped since last spring. 
Rags for riches 
DuringSeniorWeekoflastyear, 
800 people signed a petition to try 
to convince the administration to 
re-open discussions and examine 
the issue. 
The petition was given to Presi-
dent James J. Whalen, requesting 
that he meet with the five organiza· 
tions that put the petition together. 
He refused. 
JudyOlson,assistanttothepresi· 
dent, said Whalen did not actually 
refuse to discuss the issue. "It was 
an issue he was talking about with 
RDs and seniorofficersofthe insti-
tution. He addressed it in public 
settings and in larger groups as 
well," she said. 
The Ithacan/Jeff K. Brunello 
Trang ·NgLW•n '97 and Josefina Vasquez '96 wash a truck Saturday, Sept. 4, as part of a 
WNkend'fundralMr for the Ithaca College Asian-American Student Association. More than $200 
was rall8d for·the organization. 
"Hekeptholdingoffonthemeet-
ing and really upset us," Boardman 
said. "Finally we were told by his 
assistant that he did not feel that 
there was any official reason to 
meet with us on this issue." 
The petition did notdemandany-
thing, as it was simply a statement 
to propose further investigation on 
the matter, he said. 
Currently, Oblak said there are 
no plans to change the policy. "Some 
institutions have moved in that di-
rection but a vast majority of insti-
tutions and establishments are not 
extending the benefits to non-mar-
ried couples," Oblak said. 
'The legislature and federal gov-
emment would have to change its 
policy. For us to make an extension 
of benefits, on a regular basis, is 
really out of our hands," he said 
However, Boardman said that 
other institutions have found ways 
to get around iL 
"Other colleges have policies 
that have a non-written, accepted 
policy that lets partners live in the 
apartments, it could be different," 
Boardman said. 
According to Oblak, the issue is 
much larger than people understand. 
"By extending the benefits, we're 
not just talking about extending 
those to 12RDs, we're talking about 
essentially 1,400 people." 
College may end 
Hudson Heights 
agreement next year 
By Mary Jo GIii 
Ithacan Staff 
SbJden~ living in 'the ,Hudson 
Heights apartments may have to 
choose housing elsewhere next year. 
Declining enrollments and new 
campus housing may eliminate the 
need for the apartments as soon as 
the fall of 1994, said Maggie 
McHugh·Parrish, director of the 
Office of Residential Life. 
Residential Life, in conjunction 
with the Business and Administra-
tive Affairs Office, will make their 
decision sometime in early Octo-
ber. 
The demand for housing has 
fallen because the yearly nwnber of 
incoming students has continued to 
decrease,McHugh-Parrish said.By 
discontinuing the Heights, the Col-
lege would eliminate l 9lbeds. This 
may allow up to an additional 191 
students to move off campus for the 
1994-95 school year.depending on 
the availability of other campus 
housing next spring. 
McHugh-Parrish said the stu-
dents who live in the Heights are 
not necessarily the ones who want 
to move off campus. One option 
would be to keep some, but not all 
six, of the Heights apartments, she 
said. 
By eliminating a few of the 
Heights, the College would 
accomodate students who prefer liv-
ing there, while making extra slots 
for students who wish to move off 
campus, she said. 
The Heights were originally 
leased 15 years ago because the 
College did not have enough hous-
ing available, McHugh-Parrish said. 
Since the lease began, the College 
has built Boothroyd and Emerson 
See ''Heights," next page 
Mourners honor music professor 'One More Time' 
By Rand·Otten 
Ithacan Staff 
1be music of Mo7.8rt, Shubert, 
Williams. Bmhms and Bach filled 
the air of the Ford Hall Auditorium 
where 385 people gatherecl to listen 
to a memoriam for Robert Schmidt, 
fonnerpofes.uof clarinetatlthaca 
College. Schmidt taught ai the Col-
lege for 27 years in the department 
of perforqiance studies. 
At W~y night's memo-
riam, friends, colleagues and stu-
dents~ together to perform and 
listen romusic ananged in honor of 
Sclupidt, who died June 11. 
The memoriam, given on 
Schmidt's birthday, marked the 
beginning of the School of Music's 
perfonnance season, said Arthur E. 
Ostrandu, dean of the School of 
Music. 
· · "Bpb Scbmid1 was the first per-
son to give a recilal each year,'' 
Osttander said. "His recital marked 
the School's academic beginning 
each year." 
This year's concert featured 
many performances of Schmidt's 
colleagues, among them David 
Minelli '85, one of his former stu-
dents who has recently returned to 
Ithaca College to teach in place of 
his former mentor. 
, "He had a great rappcxt with his · 
students," Minelli said. "He really 
worked with each student to de-
velop a level of trust." 
Schmidt was more than a clari-
net professor at the College. He was 
a man completely devoted to his 
students and educating them, said 
Michael Galvlin, a colleague of 
Schmidt's for 12 years and fellow 
clarinet professor . 
"He had a way of letting stu-
dents feel good about themselves,,. 
Galvu said. "But at the same time, 
he was demanding and direct." 
"One More Time" 
My friend Bob is gone, 
and at some point every 
day I find myseH think;ng 
"one more time." 
Couldn't we share a 
dinner just one more time? 
Couldn't we go for a boat 
ride just one more time? 
Might we play duets, just 
one more time? 
Another beautiful morn-
ing, like so many others, of 
Schmidt was also a favorite with 
his students outside of the class-
room. 
"He maintained relationships 
after his students left school," 
Galvmi said. "He played at their 
weddings or justlceptupcommuni-
tennis at Cass Park, one more 
time? You could remind me to 
bend my knees at the volley, 
run crouched, throw the toss 
higher. We could laugh, and 
jump up and down like five-
year-olds when one of us 
made an unusually good shot: 
Hundreds and hundreds of 
matches, and I'd like so much 
to play one more. Unless you · 
won, then just one more. Or 
unless I won, then just one 
cations about their private and mu-
sical lives." 
During a break in the musical 
performances, Ostrander offered 
some insight into who Bob Schmidt 
was. 
''Bobviewedmusicperfonnance 
more again ... maybe, in the 
fall, you could play Brahms, 
and Stravinsky, and Mozart 
for all of us again, just one 
more time? 
Gregory Woodward 
This song was written 
in memory of clarinet 
professor Robert C. 
Schmidt, and was per-
formed at a memorial 
service Wednesday, 
Sept. 8. 
as a most significant activity," 
Ostrander said. 
Schmidt was also a talented 
amateur tennis player, as well as a 
serious and artistic photographer, 
Ostrander said. 
See ''Schmidt," next page 
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Pot plants f olliiil-oil canipus 
By Kevin Harlln 
Ithacan Assistant News Editor 
The Ithaca College Office of 
Campus Safety and the Tompkins 
County Sheriff's Depanment con-
fiscated 290potted marijuana plants 
from the wooded area on the south-
ern edge of the campus on Wednes-
day, Sept. 8, according to the Of-
fice of Public Information. 
A campus safety bicycle pattol 
.. 
officer spotted the plants in a man- Public Information. 
made clearing while patrolling the If harvested,-the street value of 
trails on Monday, Sept. 6. the plants would have been more 
Subsequent searches Tuesday than $400,000,- · accordi~g to the 
and Wednesday resulted in the lo- Office. 
cation of two additional marijuana The New York State National 
fields. Guard provided logistical support 
Investigators believe the clear- for the operation. 
ings were likely made by the same An investigation is still under-
person or group of individuals, and way. The Office of Public Informa-
all the plants appeared to be the tion had no additional information 
same age, according to the Office of · as of Wednesday evening. 
'Recasted' policy allows absences based 
on observance of certain religious holidays 
By Avl Schaeffer 
Ithacan Staff 
A new college-wide absence 
policy should make it easier for 
students to celebrate religious holi-
days without fear of being academi-
cally penalized. 
The policy states that students 
are pennitted to miss a certain nwn-
ber of classes each semester "in 
order to accommodate their non-
academic needs," such as the ob-
servance of religious holidays. 
The number of classes students 
are allowed to miss depends upon 
the number of times the class meets 
each week. 
Students may be absent four 
times from classes that meet three 
times per week, and may miss three 
classes per semester for classes that 
meet twice each week, according to 
the policy. 
For classes that meet only once a 
week, the professor determines the 
absence policy. 
Associate Provost Mary Lee 
Seibert said that professors may 
deviate from the official College 
policy, as long as they clearly state 
their attendance policy in each syl-
labus they distribute. 
"There has always been a lot of 
confusion related to oar policy re-
garding the religious holidays," 
Seibert said. 
She said the new policy is sim-
ply a clarification of the former 
policy. "Wehopethatthisrecasting 
of the policy will be clearer for both 
the faculty and the students," she 
said. 
As has been the case in the past, 
the absence policy states that pro-
fessmshouldnotgive tesasormake 
papersdueooRoshHashanah, Y om 
Kippur, Good Friday, and Easter 
Sunday, nor on the day immedi-
ately following these holidays. 
"If this is not possible, the pro-
fessor will provide the student an 
opportunity to make up the assign-
ment," the policy says. 
Ithacan nationally recognized 
Thelthacan wasrecentlynarned 
one of 20 Pacemaker Finalists 
among non-daily college newspa-
pers across the country. 
The Associated Collegiate Press 
and the Newspaper Association of 
Americajudged approximately 180 
college newspapers before choos-
ing 40 finalists -- 20 daily and 20 
Heights ----
continued from front page 
halls, which together house twice 
the amount of students as the 
Hudson Height apartments. 
Before the decision is made, 
Residential Life will continue ex-
amining the effect the Heights' loss 
would have on other student ser-
vices, including parking. 
Currently, the Heights provide 
parking lots for students and shuttle 
vans that drive to campus. 
If all of the Heights were elimi-. 
nated, these lots would no longer be 
available. · 
Roger Dennis, owner of the 
Heights, was out of town. 
According to Vice President of 
Business and Administrative Af-
fairs Thomas R. Salm, the College 
considers new contract possibili-
ties whenever a lease is up for re-
newal. 
272-3448 
1103 DANBY RD. 
non-daily. 
Newspaper entries from spring 
1993 were judged primarily on writ-
ing and editing, as well as general 
excellence in coverage an content, 
according to spokesperson Annie 
Witta. 
She also said the entries were 
judged on leadership on the opinion 
Schmidt---
continuec1 from front page 
Performer, educator, mentor, 
artist and teacher are a few of the 
words used to describe Schmidt and 
how he will continue to be remem-
bered by many people. 
At a particularly touching mo-
mentdwing the memoriam, Minelli 
and Galvan performed a clarinet 
rendition of "One More Time," 
which was written and composed 
by associate music professor Gre-
gory Woodward specically for 
Schmidt, a longtime friend of his. 
"I will miss his great generosity 
and how he found value and great-
ness in what he heard and saw," 
Galvan said. 
"We all share a feeling of loss 
realizing that Bob is no longer with 
us," Ostrander said "I valued his 
counsel and the timeJ spent with 
him." 
page, design, and photography, art 
and graphics. . 
Each of the 40 finalists will re-
ceive an award, and 15 national 
Pacemakers will be selected. 
The top 15 will be annoW1ced in 
Dallas during the national College 
Media Convention at the end of 
October. 
Corrections 
a In the article "Junior 
achievement, n which 
was on page 26 of the 
Sept. 26 edition of The 
Ithacan, Rona Horn's 
name was misspelled. 
She is no longer a 
member of the 
women's volleyball 
team. 
It is The lthacan's 
policy to report 
errors of fact. Please 
contact Wllllam 
Rubenstein, editor In 
chief, 274-3207. 
Thank you. 
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Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
108 Dryden Rd. • College town 
273-4857 • We Deliver 
1
1 Rockport 1
1 
•• 
• 
I . 
• 
ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES 
FOR YOUR FEET. · 
TI1ese mgged booLc; and shoes are engineered to handle the rigors _of 
the great outdoors. Every pair features the Rockport'~ Walk Support 
System·· to cushion every step - for all-day comfort. And every pair 
has a waterproof Gore-Tux"' lining that keeps your feet dry, yet allows 
them to breathe. Test drive these lightweight all-terrain vehicles today 
Rockport~ You should be in our shoes:" 
65 styles of guaranteed wateu,roof shoes 
I 
and boots in stock for men and women. 
Available in medium and wide widths. 
On 
. . . 
' 
· Mon·. - Sat. 10-6' ·. 
Th~rsday 10-8 
Sunday 12-5 
uw,r,bom! 
I 
September 9. 1993 
Return to South Hill 
Homecoming 
weekend to 
off er activities 
for students, 
alumni 
By Chrissy Coleman 
Ithacan Staff 
A colossal tickoffandtheslaDds 
go wild. Pompoms twirl, and the 
offensescoresatouchdown. Cheers 
mount louder and proudei-. devel-
oping into frenzied roars of sup-
pon. 
Nostalgic faces of years gone by 
take shape. Emotional hugs reunite 
with ·sentimental "remember 
whens." 
. There'snolhinglikehomecom-
ing. 
. This y~ _should be no excep-
tion. Beginnin_g the afternoon of 
Friday. Sept. 10. the schedule of 
events includes a drive-in movie, a 
campus barbecue. a football game 
wilh rival SUNY Albany. and a 
special appearance· by comedian 
Adam Sandler. · 
"Evay year's a liUle special." 
said Stephen T. Kimmons. director 
of alumni relations. 
Oncbigblightislhefmmalopen-
ing and dedication of the New Sci-
ence Building by President James 
J. Whalen on Salurday morning. 
Sept. 11. -
This season's homecoming ac-
tivities are intended to focus on· lhe 
"link between present students and 
alumni," Kimmoossaid, mcourag-
ing students to get involved in the 
_-·' --~:~'.:·::~-'-:.:~~,_;:__._,--:·. -,---,--_·'. __ · , . .- ........ 
-_, -__ : __ ,,~=--..-~- ---e 
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Information caurlesy of Office of Alumni Relations 
"great slate of activities" that serve 
as "an opportunity to mix and 
mingle .. with alumni. 
Anew StudentAlumni~ia-
tion (SAA) may help to involve 
more studenis. 
ud by Sandy Bogdanoff '95. 
SAA is "a core group of nine stu-
dents who haveaduee-prong aim," 
Kimmoossaid. lbeinlentis to build 
traditions,eslablish asarongalumni-
student lint and encourage school 
pride. 
SAA will be introduced at the 
Alumni Relations Board of Direc-
ta'S meeting scheduled for Friday 
night Kimmons said the meeting 
will give "an opportunity for the 
[student alumni). group to get to 
know the Alumni Board [of direc-
ta'S]." 
Additionally. lhe meeting is in-
tended torecruitinterestedstuden~ 
toparticipatein olheralumni-spon-
sored functions. 
The Alumni Association is also 
responsible for organizing annual 
summer alumni reunions and 
Parent's Weekend activities. 
~DOubii"fflttite-:~ 
THE ITHACAN J 
ROTC policy 
remains uncertain 
By Jessica Wing 
Ithacan Staff 
The Ithaca College Reserve 
Officers· Training Corps pro-
gram may cease if the U.S. De-
partment of Defense does not 
revoke i~ clause against gays in 
the military. 
Provost Thomas C. Longin 
addressed lhis issue at the Fac-
uJty Council meeting Tuesday 
night, SepL 7. 
Last year the College pro-
posed to eliminate the ROTC 
unit by 1996-97 academic year 
if lhe DOD did not revoke its 
policy restricting homosexuals 
from joining the military. 
Currently,theCollegeiswait-
ing for the DOD to issue regula-
tions for the final implementa-
tion of the policy before it makes 
a decision in February 1995. 
The waiting period will give 
the DOD the chance to admit its 
discrimination, Longin said 
He added that the College is 
not the only institution that is 
considering the option of cut-
ting the ROTC program. 
All College catalogs and 
viewbooks contain infonnation 
regarding the College's involve-
ment in ROTC, Longin said. 
It also would take the Col-
lege 1D1til fall 19% to remove 
references to theROTCprogram 
from freshmen recruitment ma-
terials. 
''The only change lhat has 
occurred is if a person decides 
he will proclaim his sexuality, it 
lf'S HEPE ... 
"When we get a 
little clarity, we will 
bring { the proposal] 
back before the F ac-
uity Council and the 
Academic Policy 
Committee." 
-Thomas C. Longin, 
provost 
• See related article, page 8 
becomesamatterofconductand 
would bar them from the mili-
tary." Longin said. 
Longin said the DOD has es-
tablished a "don't ask-don't tell" 
policy for the military, but does 
not include any references to the 
ROTC program. 
Both Longin and Howard 
Erlich. dean of the School of 
Humanities and Sciences, will 
meet with Cornell University 
officers tomorrow in hopes of 
learning mae about the effects 
of the 00D's revised policy on 
ROTC. 
"When we get a little clarity, 
we will bring [ the proposal] back 
before the Faculty Council and 
the Academic Policy Commit-
tee," Longin said. 
Cunently, there are seven 
Ithaca College students enrolled 
in the ROTC program, who are 
taking courses in affiliation with 
the Cornell University ROTC 
program, according to Dave 
Maley, manager of public infor-
mation. 
AND l1"S EVEFY MONDAY ... 
l1"S Sak~ 
Choose Your Savings! (Now thru 10/3/93) 
1.)Take 15% OFF your pJJrchase of 
Dance Shoes or Dance Apparel 
f1NGE~ fOOO 
~__,,_- f 0018ALLl11l 
or 
2.)Take 20% OFF your total, when you 
purchase your Dance Shoes and 
Dancewear together! 
~r,:trfr C a p e Z i o• !C.'!Y~. 
1i,tness, 'Dance & Li,festyk Jitpparef & JJtccessories :For Afen, 'Women & 'l(jds 
OPE9(_'£'1JE'R.9'1D!ll.'Y • 107 s. Cayuga St., 'Downtown • 273-4327 
Rogan's 
Comer 
Hit A Homerun With 
Rogan's Every Time. 
Your #1 Pizza 
825 Danby Road 
Comer S. Aurora (968) &. Coddington -and Sub Shop 
Ithaca. NY 
ea11273~6006 
• Medium Pizza • large Pizza 
One Topping 12 Wings 
2 -16 oz. Sodas 2 Sodas $49s s99s 
Pick up or de!lvely - Just mendon this ad 
• In Store Only Spedall 
2Slices 
16oz. Soda 
$199 
t. • , ..... 1 pr • • '-. •• ,, 
5ubs_and _Wings Toof 
Get EJllSt whi:1t you C\Vantior next to nothlna. whi[e 
mjoylns the 9i:1me: on tons O te:£e:vlslons, lnduatna our 
&rAndne:w ~ SC~ 
Also Enjoy Miller Light Draft & Pitcher Sfecials, 
and other Great Drink Specials 
~"" .......... "" .................. "" .............. ,,...,,.,,,.."" ...... """""""~ 
-0~---... -P~ .... ~ 
Chicken Wings ~ 
Oruon Rings ~ 
Peel N' Eat Shrimp I 
Potato Skins ~ 
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~ ...................................................................... ~ 
~O"arl•.--a-P~•c•~ ~ Hot Dogs I f Plate of F nes ~ 
~ Chips N Salsa ~ 
} Mozzerella Sticks ~ 
~ ................ "f\ ..... 'tl,, .............................................................................. J 
Bottomless Salad - Endless Garlic Cheese Bread 
and Side of Pasta with all entrees 
Mondays Tuesdays Wednc1days 
_,trim-Midnight ,{fim-Midnight All Njf1t 
lthl:-cat s:u-can-cat 
'' Ki s 
:cpctti cat 
's'-1~ catballs FREE $6.95 from Kid's menu 
Ni~ht 0\\ I Sp1'1 i.11, 'l-11 I'\\ 
Prime Rib 12.14oz 
Fried or Broiled Haddock 
Eggplant Parmigiana 
Chicken Parmigiana 
Lunch • Dinner - Open 7 Days a Week . 
On Rt. 96B • between Downtown llhaca & Ithaca College 
$8.95 
$7.95 
$7.95 
$8.95 
277-6666 
_F- -. . -., ..... ::A--... -~-'~<I~~__.,_,,_.--, ; -- __ ; . -- -.:1:; ~"l-- .-,l'.- -~ ~- -.~---.---~-
ear o -, ~rf '. rew :seque • ·.. 
keeps students on edge 
By Brian Kohn 
Ithacan Sports Editor 
VlctOrla Spagnoli 
Ithacan Staff 
After spending more than $200 
and 12 hoUIS preparing for what 
meteorologists said might be the 
worst storm of the year, Bill Davis 
and his family waited as Hurricane 
Emily'sl20mphwindspeltedcom-
munities nearby his Virginia Beach 
home. · 
His sister, Elii.abeth Davis '95, 
remained at Ithaca College-wor-
rying. 
"I was pretty nervous because of 
· the f<X"eCaSt," she said. '1t made 
everyone freak ouL The watch was 
going on for days and it made ev-
eryone prepare for the worsL" 
The Davis family tracked the 
stonn closely. "We were battening 
down the hatches," said Bill Davis, 
a Princeton University studenL 
Courtesy of Reuters Photo Service 
A satellite Image of Hurricane Emlly taken Aug. 31, houra before It 
struck North carollna'• Outer Banka_ with ha; 15 mph wind• and 10-
foot waveL By the followlng morning a high pra1Ure ayatem had 
pushed the atorm northeast, out to the Atlantic Ocean. 
Past experience taught the Davis 
family to board all the windows in 
the house. ''Wehadahellofastorm 
a few years back," Davis said, re-
f erring to Hurricane Gloria. "That 
A year later: surviving 
the recovery process 
. By Chris Lewis 
Ithacan Projects Director 
By Victoria Klndon 
Ithacan Contributor 
(F.dilor' s notl: Stwul'IIS intuvil!wt!dare 
among tlioseflalllrtd us Sept. 1992 /1.NJcan 
article on Hun-icaM Andrew). 
Tarnished are memories of the 
days when Mau Sullivan '92 and 
his Little League mates clubbed 
homers into the mangrove orchard. 
Today the orchard is little more· 
than scattered kindling, a harsh re-
minder of Hurricane Andrew's 
wrath for any obslaele in its path. 
August marked the one-year 
anniversary of the largest natural 
disaster in United States history. 
. But Sullivan and other Ithaca Col-
lege students from South Florida 
are still experiencing this history. 
"It's just a feeling of loss," said 
Sullivan, who spent three anxious 
days in Ithaca last August trying to 
get through to his family on the Key 
of Biscayne, an island five miles 
south of Miami. 
Images from his trip home a 
week after the stoon hit almost con-
vinced him to take the semester off. 
"Our house was not hit quite as 
bad, but it was hard going back to 
school with my family still working 
here [Key of Biscayne]," Sullivan 
said. 
Sullivan's house avoided the 
major damage his neighbors suf-
fered by being one of the few meet-
ing the i 980 Florida flood law cri-
teria, which required houses to be 
built 10 ft. above sea level. 
Buteven finding his house was a 
problem, since familiar landmarks 
had been blown away md uprooted 
trees blocked lhe roads. 
Most homes have been rebuilt, 
butnotlhelandscaping. The 12,000 
trees in Cape Flmida Sl8le Part 
"snappedlibsdcb."Sullivamsaid. 
Some ofdle&C aees may be die 
ones fiJlillg Sullivan's pool Fate 
gra,s and donared palm ttees .-e 
Deanna Kendall '96 
"You may have a place to live, but you can't 
replace sentimental things. There are just some 
things more important than the framework of a 
house." 
still being hauled in with tractors, some objects are irreplaceable. 
among the many construction "You may have a place to live, 
projects dotting the island. but you can't replace sentimental 
"You don't realize how much things," she said. "1bere are just 
landscaping means until it's gone. some things more important than 
The worst part was waking up and the framewak of a house." 
looking around," he said. Kendall did not have to g>pe 
Sullivan's house escaped with a with personal losses-tom screens 
mere$50,000indamages,butdoas, and missing shingles were among 
windows and warped wood-siding the minor damages to her home. 
still need repairs, he said. ·But many of her neighbors suf-
"The clean-up process really feredsignificantroofdamage.High 
broµght people ..------------, winds and 
together.Itwasa leaves com-
tough time, hav- , , ______ bined to mark 
i.'lg ·to drive an homes with 
hourroraoott1e The worst part ch1orophy11 
of clean water. stains and the 
It's something W3S Waking Up uprooted ttees 
l'llneverforget." are sorely 
The $1 mil- and looking missed. 
lion cleanup tab d " T h e 
ispocketchange aroun . lackoftreesnot 
compared with ------ , , only makes the 
the economic area unatttac-
blow to tomism, Matt Sullivan '92 live butconsid-
the island'smain ,___________ erably hotter," 
industry. . Kendall said. 
The Sones ta will be the first com- The rebuilding process.has been 
munity hotel to reopen, but not until slowed not only by thelimitednum-
OcL l, and the beaches encompass- ber of available construction work-
ing the island are still closed. ers and contractors, but also be-
And thelackof competition from cause homeowners are taking extra 
rival businesses, still in ruins, is caretomakesureFloridahurricane 
helping the island's only open gro- codes are properly met. 
cery store rake advantage of a des- In other Miami suburbs, such as 
perate situation - a pound of tur- Cutler Ridge and Homestead, 
key cosasS9. homeswerebeyondrepairandsim-
But money is not the top priority ply abandoned. 
in lhe loss department. "Some people have just left and 
'"Tbescrapboob,lheyearbooks, haven~t:been beanl front since." 
videos and memories, 1bose are all Kaldal1 said. ~ir howa ·-were 
~ ... Sullivan said. ., ~- Slllld ~ neg)t:ctcd. A 
Deanna ICaldll1 ~96. a Miami . pcnoecaabay.atioueforaslittlo 
residmt, ..,ees wilh Sullivan that as $4.000-as ii." 
did a hell of a job on-the hqlise. It 
tookoutallofthefrontwiridows-
it was a reai bitch." 
Eli7.abethDavisaJsoremembers 
the wreckage Gloria left. ''Gloria 
was really bad -- we had wind 
knocking down treesanddamaging 
houses," she said. "It was awful." 
But this time Hurricane Emily 
veered off to the left. "It completely 
surprised me - being_ next to the 
water I had anticipated a pretty bad 
stonn," Eli1.abeth Davis said. 
While her brother wondered if 
the hype surrounding stonns led to 
over-preparation, Elii.abeth Davis 
was just relieved. 
"I was obviously happy ~al it 
missed," she said. "I live like two 
minutes from the water and if it had 
hit, it would have completely de-
stroyed all water-front property." 
"We just really breathed ll big 
sigh of relief-this one missed but 
I'm sure their will be a few more on 
the horizon," Bill Davis said. 
Ocean City, Md., resident Kirk 
Faulstich, '96 said his family did 
not worry as Hurricane Emily ap-
proached but his nerves were edgy. 
"I was worried the city was fi-
nally g~ ~low into the·waier," 
he said. ''When [Hmricane] Gloria 
hit, we watched it from o_ur house." 
If the·stmn caused ins.for dam-
age, Faulstich said he would' have 
gone home over Labor Day week-
end. 
William Way '95, from· Jack-
sonville,NorthCarolina,firstheard 
about the hurricane the momfng of 
Monday, Aug. 30. 
"About 1 a.m. I turned on.CNN. 
The first report was from 
Willmington, whichisaboutanhour 
south of us. The second report'was 
from Morehead which is about an 
hour north. When I heard that, I got 
on the phone," Way said. 
Veterans of ocean storms, the 
Way family was prepared for the 
hurricane. 
'"Things like candles, flashlights, 
and canned foods are there if they 
need be. My dad is really picky 
about that stuff," he said. 
"During Andrew we had a lot of 
tree damage, but this time all we got 
was a lot of wind and rain," Way 
said. 
Herneighborhood, though, took repaired. 
a different approach.With the elec- Insurance problems did not arise 
tricityout,neighborscombinedtheir until it was time for- families to 
perishable goods and organized a renew their home ~licies. 
conununily_ barbecue to help ease The Kendall family policy was 
tension, Kendall said.· ~~ not long~ l_l~e 
Wbellpowezlineswererestored Andrew because the company 
two days ~. peopl~ contacted claimecldlehomewasa"bighrist," 
~ ~~l!Olllpan1CS~8.1SCSS due 10& M,udi 1990 ~-
die~.. . . "k~~ .,--~~ to get 
~~ _IOlllO ~ home IIISUIIIDCe..-~ prqs have 
.. ~~-,;1.-, '"-lowted ~-Kmdiill-aid-. . . 
ftlnilfes" wbi)i;. :-.... ·11o1nes---- . tit)' ! . . . 
. ~- ····• ·- ., . ...,_ . - . . ' 
..A' .. -~ ,;.,._""' .. _ i' 
- - - - ---· -- ------
\VHEN DISASTER HITS HOME 
.,.; • - r..-: • l\tll;•· -. '·,• .. ,. ' . . . -----· " 1,,.1l'SS1SSippi mud: Summer of '93 etched forever in .memory; recurring floods drain students' patience from Iowa to Missouri 
Tbe media 'c:ii'cul has. for die 
~J,1111.pactedawayilsbig-rop 
temandlefttbc banb"and lribular-
ics ~ die Mi1$iliqip tiw:r. 
Rc,si.4enll no. 1-gcr bear die 
drone ofMlicopas_c:arrying tde-
'YisiooaewsOYC1SDbmeqed10Wm. 
AB OflpOied ~ Ibo quiet-suite 
oanne cl hunic:aoes socb as Emily 
last week <r ha' brother Andrew 
last August. the Midwest flooding 
hasdlaggedmeodle1slysinceMay, 
ilS victims ·sometimes forgotten. 
"Thae is just a lot of frustration 
with the inconvenience," said -
Damian Saravino '94, from 
Coralville; Iowa, one of a handful 
of Ilhaca College students who live 
within the flood's grasp. 
"It's kinda' sad, because after 
the flooding goes down in some 
areas. it~s just a big muddy mess." 
Situated inanelevaledborough, 
Saravino's house escaped ·major 
damage. B~t taking a shower in 
inches of murky water'following 
storms was nat unc:ommon and his 
~kyard still resembles a swamp. 
~ts· bejglltming fruslra-
tionsaeppaco witbtberisingiowa 
and Racoon · riven ·as rainfall on 
saturated ground Sl811S the flash 
flood cycle all owz again. be said. 
"But it's amazing that people 
·are still helpful ind mmslallding 
and working together to clean up." 
The Coralville sttip, a four-lane 
highway enveloped by the business 
disttictafewmilesfroinSanvino's 
· home, suffered the wmt damage. 
Detours and sandbag trenches 
extended Saravino's drive to work 
n Damian Saravino '94 
& d ,j.•..-~-A~ft·_· 
"But it's amazing that people are still helpful 
and undelSlanding and working together to 
cleanup." 
•'·., 
. ' ..... -. 
at Iowa University Hospital by 30 
minutes. 
A flooded spillway adjacent to 
the Cualville Reservoir and Dam 
swallowed local beaches and camp-
grounds that the· Sanvino family 
used to frequenL And the soccer 
goals at the area sports complex are 
still holding water up to the IO-foot 
crossbars. 
.. I was thinking, my God, if 
people only knew what was under 
that water," Saravino said 
Despite swanning mosquitoes 
and the stench of stagnant water, 
Coralville managed to save its wa-
ter plant 
Des Moines, Iowa was not as 
bJCty. 
"I remember the day they said 
we could flush our toilels," said 
Elaine Van Ondel, mother of Jen-
nifer Goldman '94. 
"Everybodywasrunningaround, 
scmuning, banging on doors. Wa-
ter was gushing everywhere," she 
saidaftertbethree-wedc hiatus from 
running water. 
Goldman spent the swnmer in 
Ithaca, but went home for about 
two weeks in August- enough to 
get a ~g l8Ste of the disa.Uer. 
"Some places just look like a 
war zone, with entire houses gutted 
with only the framework left, and 
couches sitting outside, just cov-
ered in mud," she said 
And Goldman's father, Tom, 
may be one of the most fortunate 
people m earth, in an unfortunate 
kind of way. He traveled through 
traffic lights in a motor boat just to 
reach his painting business, which 
suffered $5 million in damages. 
The elder Goldman is also one 
of three people in the metropolitan 
area with flood business insurance 
out of the 9,500 businesses esti-
mated by the Des Moines Chamber 
of Commerce. 
Living in elevated sections of 
town, both Goldman's par:ents' 
homes escaped serious damage. 
"I knew they were not in serious 
danger, but my mom would tell me 
how she had been out sandbagging 
at the water plant until midnight or 
collecting rainwater so she could 
take a bath," Goldman said 
Iowa Oty native Trista Huston, 
'95, watched the flood creep slowly 
up the sueet, engulfjng neighbors' 
houses with water up 10 the ceiling. 
Bulldozers are now demolish-
ing these homes, which are beyond 
repair. 
"We knew it [flood waters] 
wouldn't reach us, but it was sad to 
see people with their homes de-
stroyed. It was really a helpless 
., . 
. ·~,~:: .~ 
\· -~;~i. :·< <( 
Special to The Ithacan 
Sandbag• line a pizza place In Coralville, Iowa after the Iowa River 
reached 28.5 fHt during the second round of flooding Aug. l'-1 o. 
feeling, because sandbagging was 
pointless," she said. 
Radio and television airwaves 
called for residents to battle the 
rising crest waters with six-hour 
sandbagging shifts. 
"Being in the midwest, people 
really tend to pull together when 
they see each other in need. You 
feel a sense of responsibility," 
Huston said 
The disruptions in life's daily 
routine became almost normal -
such as closed stores and a IO. 
minute drive takimz 50 minutes. 
"We just wonucr if it [the flood-
ing) will ever end. It seems to go on 
forever," she said. 
A $100 fine for entering flood 
waters was imposed because of the 
swift current - a hard resttiction 
for residents anxious tore tum home 
to salvage their belongings. 
Often the state health depart-
mentreferred such people fer hepa-
titis shots because of the contami-
nated water, Huston said. 
The flooding even drove 1,000 
students from a local University of 
lowadorml into temporary housing 
in retirement homes or community 
host families, she said. 
'"Votlllllt!erS"'Lend-A-Hand' to those in need 
The most difficult part of the !rip was to 
ByTraclTalerlco ... ak•1ng •,ts toll••• seepeopletryingtolivewithoutbasicneces-
llhacan Staff I 4 sities, Groff said. 
TheimagesofliUlekidssplashingaround .. The saddest part was watching the little 
inlhesaenchofCOldaminaredwaterisavivid Andrew. kids playing in the muddy water. It was 
one for.Katie Groff, '93. ~---- filthy," she said. "We had to get three shots 
Maybe it's beclmse. these images are not Estimated cleanup tab: $23-25 Billion just to come here for a week. These people 
just~ from a tde.vision scieen. Deaths: 42 will need much more than shots to keep 
While ~y eastemersspeot drls summer healthy and they can't even afford iL" 
tryingtobeattheheat,Orofftookabus ttipto Hospltallzed: NIA Town officials decided to break levies to 
Des Moines, .Iowa to help .victims of the Reponed lnjur~: N/A t- saveagreateramoµntoflandinthelongrun, 
Midwest floods reconstruct their lives. :.:' knowing that many low-income sections of 
"ltwasthebestweekofmysummer.Not • From E. Missouri, S.W. llfinois, Iowa Des Moines would be sacrificed in the pro-
only did I feel like I was actually making a '-----------~~"""'!"""~~~-~--~-~~_, cess, Groff said 
diffe~, ~ we bad fun at the same time," Information cour1esy of the American Red Cross and Insurance Information lnslitula For other students, however, the flood 
said Groff, from Camp Hill. Pa. was less than a bus ride away. 
As.par;tofdievplun~programl.end-A- William Annstrong '97 lived outside St. 
~~a-~visi~aP,>Vaty-stricken Louis, less than 15 miles from the flood's 
· area _10,P,~ soakt/d,in.flood wata'. edge. When the water began torise,Armstrong 
The: _p>lq>~. days _loading garbage joined volunteers in filling sandbags to pre-
onto dump trucka and .~8 it to _landfills pare a crest at the River Depair and the 
built to accommodate_flOQd debris. Mississippi River in St. Charles. 
"It :wu ·alJsolutely .horrible. Everything "It was basically just staying ahead of the 
was·_cootmninali,d and.the smell was over- floodwaters," Annstrongsaid "When you're 
whelining," Groff said. "People would walk faced with something like that, you have to 
by a house and just get sick." do something." 
People across· the country have been as- Annstrong spent several days working 
sisting with national relief efforts to. try to aboutsixhoursinintensiveheat "You wanted 
ease the impac_t of the disaster, and Ithaca is to wOlk more, but you were just so drained," 
no exception. · : he said. 
"We were involved this summer by keep- Many of the flooded areas were in lower 
in8 · the story alive locally," said Chuck income neighborhoods built on flood plains. 
Nocera. executive director of the Tompkins . Tourists wanting a look at the damage ere-County Red Cross. . -~; ated hassles, Annslrong said. 
A fund-raising campaign raised approxi- "I saw some people walking around with 
mately $1,500 in a ~week period to do- 'I survived the flood' t-shirts when you knew 
nate to victims. they were just rich people from the county 
"Money is always the best in disaster who didn't even know what was going on," 
situa1ions because people can just buy what a.......;a1 to The Ithacan he said. 
the ....;..,a ,,.881.d CamelOn Mills,' director of ...,...... Donations to the Midwest relief efforts Y ~ Cross Children near thl1 Iowa City, Iowa playground have had to find attematlvn for fun. 
emergeocf services for the Red . · . .. . ·. . - . . - . can be made 10 the Tompkins County Red 
• • •
11Wbeit~te·ck>Dafca liitlf of a bQuJe of . Boaid (SAD) also contributed to relief effons Activities~ . _ Cross. The Red Cross also offers a Disasters 
~ bow'do yOli ~ a.nelhiiia .~e . by raising $_1,3q(J ~ a posres: ~e during _ But~ was notex~nsive ~ors~dcnts who Relief training program for those interested 
·lbat'l·Jt:~·~J.Cj~ioseid'~iiem.itis~t: . dleweekot~,30.Thismoneywi!J,~~~t- .·~.~-1JUlke an_lllUl).ediate._unpac~F.~. _ in volunteering directly. Introduction to Di-
to s6mf:a1f'df diie:ltebt'tliat'can -be put on a Famt"Aid.:wb{d.i' ~ ~ ~W' $ISO, ~s-vol!ID~ team m Iowa-~ .!Qlmisbeingofferedon Sept. 27 ~6-10 ' .... v-ti : .... • ,. ; . ~-~:by .the ~- S1Pd: '"' ho~.~dedWithmealsandevenentt.r- ·p,.m.. ._: . . ,: .-. . . . 
J'''-~;~.i .. ~::Sqf~e~:;~~~~~t A~~~\i~ .. · )V~lf,cx~~--~oman_~~~~,:. ~~ .- ·: . , .. · .. ·.·, ,·. . >'. · Kevua_~m:~c~~'!'e:i101hisarticle. 
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FCC rule atTects local Cll,Jtle ~Cepti~ 
. ----- --~. )~,-... ~~>}":-:J ~ .. ,. ,,. ~- , '-~· ·,: - ,_ ·~ .. __ : . ••. ·:. :~ I , .'. 
By Tavon Walker 
Ithacan Staff 
New federal cable television laws may 
cause Ithaca's local cable company to lose 
two of its more popular network affiliates. 
American Community Cablevision, which 
serves the Tompkins County area, may be 
denied pennission to broadcast Syracuse af-
filiations of both NBC and FOX. 
Under the section of the new laws entitled 
Must Carry, all cable companies in the coun-
try must receive permission from the net-
works before they can broadcast them. 
This authorization must be granted by 
0cL6. 
If a network does not reach an agreement 
with any of its corresponding cable compa-
nies by the designated date, the network no 
longer wishes to be broadcast by that panicu-
lar company. 
ACC has received permission from alt" 
networks it carries, except for WSTM, the 
Syracuse affdiate of NBC, and WSYT, the 
Syracuse affiliate of FOX, according to Tom 
Doheny, marketing manager for ACC. 
But Doheny said he is very confident that 
ACC will gain permission from the two net-
works. 
Charles Cochren, representative for 
WSTM,did not seem as optimistic as Doheny 
and said Wednesday afternoon that he is not 
sure if the affiliate will grant ACC broadcast-
ing permission. 
The network has plans to discuss an agree-
ment with ACC representatives before a de-
cision can be made, Cochren said. 
_· ~-.ltlf~~l'Y ·_OIBam~rdo 
If ACC does not receive permission from 
one or both networks by the deadline, Doheny 
said other networks will be chosen to replace 
them, but as of Wednesday afternoon, they 
had not yet been detennined. 
Chris Maceyak, '96, watches a baseball game on ESPN Tuesday, Sept. 7 In hla raaldence hall room. American Conimunlty 
Cablevision Is tha exclusive cable operator In Tom~lns County. 
Doheny said ACC will continue .broad-
casting all of its networks, including the two 
questionable ones, at l~t until OcL 6. 
He also added that despite what m~y hap-· Doheny did concede that a loss of the two you get a response." 
pen in the future, the new laws will not result major networks may upset some customers, The Ithacan was unsuccessful in trying to 
in any chanies in,hCC's service costs. but said, "Whenever ~ou lose any·channel, contact a-representative from WS:YT. 
~ _, .• · ·•. ~-~~_~(~-\:~~"'.-::_·_.: .--...:·_ .. , :"' --;.'.:i'.~r ~~!--,~1,1~·~7t;:-i., ·~ - .,#::~.,_~•,--::J,..,·L.:~!~:~·:;~,-~'t-~.1 .. ~~~-;;._-,: .. _,1--,;r,:-'r'· ;-- ·. :· - ·- . 
Student Activitiffi Board 
They're rough, they're tough, 
and they average 4111" in hight._ 
-r~E 
S4NrJl9T 
-~--
Sunday~ ~pteniber 12 
9:00 & ll:00 P.M. 
Textor 102i~~:.$3.00·_ · _.-. 
"NON-STOP ACT•N 
-APllf----lllllllETIIMMR.AllNJ.AaJB• 
........... IIIK-'IV 
SIAllDNI 
s CUffllllll 
, CAROi.CO· ; : ',"':-' .;,,n', ,; ., ' •..• ,,.,._ 
Come . · .. ·. -, 
di-I+'. lnake a 
- ':/Jere nee 
lfhacq C . at . 
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Seniors headed toward 'excellent adventure' 
evenli will focus oo C8RCI' plan-
By Jan 8llplaMon Ding and Senior Week activities. 
Ithacan Con1rb1tor ThenextScniorOus_e'Yelltwill 
The time bas finally arrived for be a "Mexican Fiesla" happy hour, 
the CJm of 1994 - Ibey bave m- in recognition of Lalino Heritage 
sumed the coveted positioo of se- Month, mi Sept. 17 from 4 p.m. 10 7 
oiors. p.m. in the~-
And while job bunq and The first evmt. a "260 Days" 
reun6wril;ingmaylitetq,prior- happy boor, wm beld on Aug.-27 
ity in the -.,coming moadls, Ibey and· aaractcd about 425 seniors, 
canstillfindlimeaolduaidenjoy Titus said. Hunsicter added that 
the various social events which are she hopes aaenciance at the next 
currently being organized by .the happy hour will be greater. 
Senior Class officas. A third happy houris scheduled 
Following an .ovCl8l1 "Excel- for0cL22,buttheofficershavenot 
len1Adwnlme•lbeme.t11eoffic:en yet determined a theme. 
hope to b_osl a ll8ppy boor, each Oda activitiea are also being 
with an individual theme, every planned for the Senior Class in ad-
three weeks, said Pn=sident Lore dition 10 happy hours. ~·Days" par-
Hunsicker. · ties will be held as a reminder to 
"We are planning some ttadi- seniors that they are graduating in 
tional ones [social events], but with the respective number of days. 
somenewandexcitingtwists,"said Both Hunsicker and Titus said 
Vice President Frank Titm, adding they hope10 hold a "94 Days"party 
that the officers' focus for the fall · toce1elntetheClassof19'.M. These 
semester is to unite the Class of parties, whichare bigger than happy 
1994, whereas spring semester homs, will most likely be held off 
~ SAM'S WINE & SPIRITS , 
Open: M,T,W,TH,SAT 10-9 
FRI 10-10 .. , 
• Foreign & Domestic Wine Varieties 
• Specials on cases of wine 
.J!~U~~ • Low prices on a variety of liquors 
TltEIIEST 
126 S. Cayuga St. "Next to the Ritz" 272-4784 
BEST BREAKFAST 
Ithaca Times '90, '91, '92 
The Place To l'fcct 
• Homemade Waffles 
• Our Own Soups 
-~--6Nights 
• All Major Credit 
Cards Accepted 
• Specializing In Good 
Food & Drink 7 Days 
a week For Business 
& Pleasure Now Serving Beer & Wine 
425 Third St., at Rt. 13 - Ithaca -277 - 0007 
· "We are planning 
some traditional· ones 
[ social events], but with 
some new and exciting 
twists.". 
-Frank Titus, 
Senior Oass vice president 
campus. Traditionally, some have 
been held at the W&lerfront, now 
Calypso Bay, but Titus said other 
places are also being considered. 
Other Senior Class activities in-
clude a wine-and-cheese social on 
OcL 8, during Parent's Weekend, 
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Pub/ 
Coffeehouse. A winter semi-for-
mal is scheduled for the end of the 
fall semester and will be held off 
campus. 
Monday Night Football events 
also are a possibility, according to 
both Hunsicker and Titus. The of-
ficers said they also would like to 
organize more daytime events, as 
well as more. evenlS which would 
be held off campus. . 
In addition to senior evenlS, the 
Senior Class officers have begun 
selling the traditional Senior Card,· 
which gmnts seniors special privi-
leges in Ithaca and surrounding 
communities. 
Privileges include discounts at 
all Seni<r Clms happy homs and at 
various ~mants in the Ithaca 
~ including Hal's Delicalessan, 
Rosebud Restaurant, The Nines, 
'The Chariot, Subway, Franco's, 
Lehigh Valley Restaurant and 
Pudgie's. 
"Ninety-nine percent of the 
happy hours will be $1 with the 
Senior Card, and it really pays for 
itself within one week," Titus said. 
Seniors can buy the ··senior Card" 
for $4 in the Campus Center, SepL 
15-17-. from IO am. to 2 p.m. The 
card will also be on sale at the 
"Mexican Fiesta" happy hour. 
In academic-related events, the 
Senior Class officers have helped 
• $1.50 per game 
• Great Special on Draft Beer 
• Monday to Friday 
• lOpmtoOose 
• With College I.D. 
378 Elmira Rd. (Rt. 13) 
272-3868 
Discover Kinko's 
When you have deadlines to meet. 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
409 College Ave 
2 7 3- 0 0 5 0 
·kinko•s· 
the copy center 
MOVING SALE! A line of environmentally and 
socially responsible clothing 
f$:~¾:~:{;:;~~J,,-:~, ,' ' 
;" ;· · · t<i\\- ': i-----.- ·:_.-·_ < --·- 'Nsws~l-stJqitifor ·-entertainmenti---- = · = ·_ - , -· · - · 
.. 
134 The Commom, Ithaca 
m-3954 
to~ "Ready, Set, Go!," a 
wortshq> sponsored by the Office 
of Career P1anning and Placement 
for both seniors and graduate stu-
denlS. . 
The workshop is intendedforall 
students graduating in December 
or May, and is a requirement for 
those who plan to use the Campus 
Recruiting Program. . 
The workshop will provide an 
inttoduction 10 resuJOO writing,.in-
terviewing and othel'·aspects of job 
hunting. ·"Ready, Set, Go!" was of-
fered Wednesday night and will be 
offered again Thursday, SepL 16, 
in Textor 102 from 6 to 8 p.m. 
Hunsicker and Titus encouraged 
all seniors who would like to share 
their ideas for Seni<X" Class activi-
ties, or who would like to get in-
volved in the activities already 
planned, to attend the first Central 
Planning Committee meeting on 
SepL 15 at 7:30 p.m. in the Student 
Activities Center on the third floor 
of the Campus Center. 
P.leas.e 
. /' ·.. ,/ 
recyd~l~is 
Ithattan 
-ROSES 
FRESH FLOWERS 
Plantation: 
130 Ithaca Commons 
273-7231 
Mon.-Wcd. & Sat. 10-5:30 
Th. & Fri. 'til 9 
Sun. 11-4 
Denim Gardener's Jackets 
Recycled Glass Jewelry 
Fox Fibre Sweaters 
Linen Wrap Skirts 
7N'-t~ 
'""'*""" " .. 
""",-,"""'-, ~
-.:. d....U.MMllltl.-. 
Start the transfonnation NOW 
and SAVE 
up to 30% on the 
Ecollection by Esprit 
, (through September 15) 
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Other colleges and universities 
confused over ROTC policy 
By John Wllllams 
College Press Service 
President Clinton's proposed 
"don't cell, don 'task, don't pursue" 
ii policy f<r gays and lesbians in the 
mililary will apply in full force to 
I ROTC units m college campuses, but it leaves school officials in a I quandary about cnfon:emenL 
l "Mocc derailed guidelines are 
needed. If the po~y is still 'don't 
tell.' how is an institution commit-
ted to free speech and free expres-
sion gting to deal with a policy of 
'don't tell?"' said Robert O'Neil, a 
professor of law at the University 
ofVirginia. "Wbatarecollcgesand 
universities expected to do, if any-
thing, if they know a student (in 
ROTC) is gay or lesbian?" 
Clinton, in late July, announced 
bis proposal oo bow to deal with the 
thorny issue of gays and lesbians in 
the military. The issue sprang from 
a 1992 campaign promise he made 
to do away with the SO-year ban. 
Aftf'J'anational debate this year, he 
compromised on a policy that is 
still fraught with problt:ms and po-
tential legal and legislative battles. 
The plan, while not lifting the 
ban, will allow gays and lesbians to 
serve in the military if they do not 
engage in homosexual behavior ei-
ther on or off base. 
However, they may visit gay 
Claasea atartlng right now. 
277-3307. 
127 W. Slate St l 
KAPLAN j 
----~-~·0-----------
Mugs Calendars 
Hats Buttons 
Balloons Pens 
Pencils T-Shirts 
Totes Decals 
Customized 
promotional 
items for 
businesses and 
organizations 
210 The Commons 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
273-6667 
bars,readbomosexual lilela!Ureand 
march in gayrigbts parades. Public 
displays of affectioo are ruled ouL 
Additionally, gays and lesbians 
must not publically stare to anyone 
but ministers or lawyers that they 
are gay, said Lt. Col Doug Hart, a 
spokesman for the Department of 
Defense at the Pentagon.· 
However, comm&nders are re-
stricted in initiating an investiga-
tion without clear and compelling 
evidence that someone is gay. The 
current policy that ROI'C recruits 
-or other recruits. for that mat-
ter-won't be asked about their 
sexual orientation still holds. 
"If a student declares he is ho-
mosexual it will make him ineli-
gible" for ROTC, Hart said, but 
"they can't be guilty by associa-
tion." 
"We're getting into some gray 
areas that need to be addressed. n he 
said. "You have to remember that 
the military definitely discriminates 
in many areas. 
"Handicaps, age, medical prob-
lems and other factors can disqualify 
you for the military. We prefer to 
call it incompatibility. We don't 
meet req~ments in many areas, 
but they focus in on homosexuals," 
he said. 
Interpretations of Clinton's 
policy as he initially presented it 
indicated that gays and lesbians in 
the military would have to be celi-
bate, something that Sen: John 
Warner, R-Va., said was an unreal-
istic n:quesL 
However. Neal Snow, a senior 
at the University of Maine, said as 
long as he could be in the military 
he would agree to "nol)OS.flbility of 
a relationship." 
Snow was dismissed from the 
school's Air Fmce ROfC unit in 
1992afterhetold hiscommanding 
officers he is gay. 
When Clinton announced in 
January 1993 thal theannedf~ 
would no longer ask recruits their 
sexual orientation until a definite 
policy could be enacted, Snow re-
applied fm bis ROTC commission 
and was turned down. 
Snow expects to· graduate in 
December with a degree in psy-
chology,andplansto getamaster's 
degree in education and counseling 
at the University of Maine. He said 
he will again apply to the Air Force 
uniL 
"I will always keep applying to 
ROTC. My initial reaction was one 
of hope. When he (Clinton) said 
that someone can say they're ho-
mosexual, but refute that they are 
in homosexual conduct, gives lee-
way," he said. "It's still all new, but 
it's possible to be allowed back 
into the military if I agree to abide 
by the code of conduct" 
Alullllli? 
For Information Call 257-8926 
-
.. 
Jeweler of Distinction 
Sec us for classic designs and 
impeccably handcrafted 
jewelry. Select from 
diamonds, pearls and 
loose gems or have 
your stones set in a 
design. Our complete 
rwigc of services 
include cleaning, 
repair, restoration 
imd appraisal. 
Mon-Sat 10-5::'IO 
+ LANSING VILLAGE PL\CE - In front of P)nunid Mall + 257-4666 
MO VI NG from Center Ithaca 
TONY1S 
PLACE 
BARBERSHOP 
~'\ 272-4370 \1'., 
to the corner of State & Aurora '\_ , 
under Mad Csfe on September 1 '\. 
~-57 ~ THE Ci\TtiOLIC COMMUNITY 
¾ ..... _/' - -- -~ 
'-ly -
of 1THAC4. COl.LEOE 
Stop by our o.fftces ·located 
on the lower level of Muller Chapel 
Chaplins: Father Toni Valenti 
Ms .. O19ria Clark 
'-
= 
•••• 
.. Ou~let,~Jlf 
• 1'his fh l'eo • 
Something NEW • ;.111~err..t 
is cooking at Cabbagetown Cafe .... 
Our new menu will really hit the spot! 
NATIONALLY FAMOUS VEGETARIAN CUISINE 
•v,,oe VARIETYOF,.HEAl.lHY & oeuaous CUSINE• 
•MOOt.£ EASTERN R>OO • REAL FALNEL• 
•THE BEST SlJ!Ot.Y BRUNCHe 
•BEER AND WINE AVMll't8£ • RJlL t.ENU FOR TAKE OUT• 
-NEWLY AIR CONOITIOt<EO-
SUN - 'WIID: U-9 1HIJlt.PIIJ,SAT: 11-10 
fBA11JlUNQ UVB MIJSIC1HIJRSDAYBVIININOS 
CA11!1l1NO SBRVJCI! 
Bring a friend and this 
ad ftx' half off your 
2nd entree Monday -
Thursday, Sunday 
Brunch or Sunday 
dinner. 
TAKE THE BUS DOWNTOWN - FOR FREE! ·-
From Cornell and Ithaca College - Saturdays August 
28 to September 25. 
The free bus departs hourly: 
i.. Garden Apts, IC 11:10-4:10 
,_ Textor Hall. IC 11:15-4:15 
I, 
The Towers, IC 11:20-4:20 
Purcell Union, CU 11:45-4:45 
Sage Hall, CU 11:48-4:48 
Collegetown 11:51-4:51 
Bus sponsored by Night and Day 
New York CiW • long Island • New Jersey 
And Many Other Destinations! 
DAILY NV & NJ 
7:15 am 2:50 pm 
9:40,am 6:40 pm 
12:40 pm 
Student Fares 
for Graduate 
and Undergraduate 
Students! 
ITHACA- TRAVEL CENTER 
· 110 WEST STATE STREET • 607·2778 
. , ~DRTUNE 
Health Center selects 
temporai;,y director 
By Dana L. Greene 
lthacanConlrl>utor ·· 
. In lhe wake of Dr. Robert 
Ballard'stetirementas'Health Cen-
tet 'direcur·. May; die ·College 
Jmchoseitatemporaryiephtcement 
from widun the college commu-
"nity. - ,· ':.- ... ' 
~g-~-~v~~y.man-
ager 0( public_infonna,ti90. the Col-
Jeg~_ · ~_appo~~~ J)t; · Wendy 
Ro~to~itionof irnerim 
direelor. She has worted as a staff 
physician for the Health ·Center for 
the last four years. 
$everal candidates were identi- · 
fiedforthe position, but the College 
chose not to hire any of them,Maley 
said. He would not comment on 
specific.reasons. . 
"Rather than go back and hire a 
less qualified pezson, we stopped 
the search and had Dr. Robertson 
serve as interim director," Maley 
said. . --· 
Robenson will temporarily con-
timie on as staff physician, but will 
take on added responsibilities as 
interim director. 
"I'm a lot busier in terms of hav-
ing to do things in between seeing 
patients," she said. 
Robertson's responsibilities in-
clude preparing the Health Center's 
budget, supenising the Jab, dealing 
with ~ Office of Residential Life 
and auending meetings. She also 
serves as the College• s medical rep-
resentative to the local Ithaca com-
munity. 
Although she_has a busier sched-
ule. Robertson said she is excited 
"Being interim direc-
tor gives me the oppor-
tunity to gain some 
administrative experi-
ence and to find out if I 
enjoy doing this." . 
-Dr. Wendy Robertson, 
interim director, 
Health Center 
about her new position. 
.. I haveabroaderpictureof what 
goes on at -Ithaca College," 
Robertson said ... Being interim di-
rector gives me the opportunity to 
gain some administrative experi-
ence and to find outifl enjoy doing 
thi .. s. 
Currendy, the College is not ac-
tively looking for a new director. 
"It's possible that Dr. Robertson 
will become the new director," 
Maley said. "We will decide later 
in the fall [semester] if we want to 
open the search again." 
The College has hired another 
physician for the Health Center so 
that Robertson can concentrate on 
the administtative aspects of her 
job. 
Robertson has worked at the 
College as a staff physician for the 
last four years. She received her 
training at the Royal Free School of 
Medicine in London, England be-
fore moving to the United States 15 
years ago. 
Previously, she worked as medi-
cal director for Planned Parenthood 
of Tompkins County. 
_ri, ,·, •·~ . 1. r-e :? ,. 
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Campus Safety Log 
lhefolowing incidents am among 
those repor118d to The Ithacan by the 
IC Office of Pubtic lnlonnation, based 
solely on reports from lhe OfflC8 of 
Campus Safety. 
Anyone with any inlonnation re-
garding these entries is encouraged 
tocontactlheOlficeof Campus Safety 
at 274-3333. 
Unless otherwise specified all re-
portad incidents remain under inves-
tigation. 
FRIDAY, AUGUST 27-
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 2,1993 
Friday, August XI 
'TA student was relerred for judicial 
action after a confrontation between 
two roommates caused an acciden-
tal injury. 
'TA staff member reported unautho-
rized solicitation wilhin the Campus 
Center after posters were found dis-
played without proper permission. 
Saturday, August 28 
'TOfficers responded to Landon Hall 
upon a report of a person who had 
fallen down some stairs. The student 
sustained an ankle injury and was 
transported to Tompkins Community 
Hospital by Bangs Ambulance. 
'TTwo students were charged judi-
cially for violation of the alcohol poli-
cies after hosting a party in a reS1-
dence hall. 
'TOfficers ordered two people off Col-
lege property for providing a trans-
portation service to campus without 
authorization. 
Sunday, August 29 , 
'TA staff member reported that the 
College garbage truck was damaged 
sometime between Aug. 28 and this 
date. Two driver's side mirrors were 
broken while the vehicle was parked 
at the Physical Plant 
'TA non-student was arrested foe un-
lawful possession of marijuana and 
for not dsplaying a rear license plate 
after officers conciJc:led a vehicle stop 
near B lot. A passenger identified as 
a minor was arrested for fflegal pos-
session of alcohol, and the whicle 
was ordered off-campus. 
'TSeven students were referred judi-
cially for possession of augs and 
drug paraphernalia in a residence 
hall room. 
'TA Holmes Hal resident filed a com-
plaint alter an apparent break-in at-
tempt ttvough a window screen. The 
screen was damaged sometime be-
tween 8 P.,m. and 11 p.m. this date. 
Sunday, August 29 
'TThe Ithaca Fire Department re-
spondedto Bogart Hall lor a fire alann. 
Cause of the alarm was determined 
to be an activated smoke detector. 
Cause for the activation was undeter-
mined. 
Monday, Auguat 30 
'TA staff member reported a student 
had been injured in a fall near the 
NCRentrance. ThesbJdentwastaken 
to the Health Center for treatment of 
an ankle injury. 
'TA complaint was filed regarding the 
theft of a sign from the front door of 
the Crecit Union. The sign, approxi-
mately 11 ·xs·, reads "Cornell Federal 
Credit Union Hours Monday-Friday 
9:00-4:30." The sign was stolen be-
tween 5 p.m. on Aug. 27 and 8:30 
a.m. this date. 
'TOfficers assisted the Tompkins 
County Sheriffs Department at a 
momrvehicleaccidentatthe College's 
main entrance. 
'TA student was referred for jucic:ial 
action alter soliciting T-shirts in a 
residence .!Jal without a permit The 
student ~tionally referred af-
ter providng false information to a 
Residential Life staff member. 
Tuesday, Auguat 31 
'TThree students were referred 
judcially for possession and use of 
marijuana and marijuana parapherna-
lia within a residence hall room. 
'TA student reported fincing their T er-
race 3 room unlocked and open upon 
return from class. It was laler deter-
mined that an ott-<:ampus utility com-
pany had been working within the room. 
'TTwostuclents were referred judcially 
for their involvement in a water fight 
which occurred outside a residence 
hall apartment. 
Wednnday, Seplllmber 1 
'TA staff member reporled the theft of 
a hand cart from the Job Hall loading 
dock. The theft occurred at about 4 
p.m. on August 31. The two-wheeled, 
mellll cart bears the name ·Leroy Smith" 
in magic marker. 
'TOfficers responded to HiU Center 
upon a report of a staff member expa-
riencing chest pains. The staff member 
was transported to the Tompkins Com-
munity Hospilal by Bangs Ambulance. 
Thuraday, September 2 
TA non-community member reported 
damage to their vehicle while parked in 
U lot. Some of the vehicle's paint had 
blistered. 
'TOfficers investigated an accidental 
property damage incident in which a 
College truck backed into a basketball 
hoop near Hilliard Hall. 
'TA complaint was filed after a student 
noticed items in a Terrace 6 residence 
had been moved. It was later deter-
mined that the items had been moved 
by an off-campus utility company doing 
wor1<. within the residence hall. 
Safety Tip: 
Report any suspicious person or inci-
dent immediately to the Office of Cam-
pus Safety at 27 4-3333. Report strang-
ers who loiter in and around residence 
halls and in parking lots. Report those 
who attempt to enter residence halls or 
who may loiter in public areas for long 
periods of time. 
Andyoutho~ 
was tlie oley, 
couldada 
t rock'II roll 
gaCDplayer 
toyourroom 
·,, ·,, 
lnleradive programs on CD-ROM 
cover every subjecJ from po/ilics lo physwlogy. 
And Ibey inaJrporale sound, animation, music -----
and video clips. So ordinary topics become ---------
more exciting, involving and relevant 
BeCJluse a single CD-ROM disc stores more 
information than 500 floppy disks, you'll be able to -----
instanl/y access encycJopedias, diclionaries and -------
extensive databases- all with the dick of a mouse. 
CD-ROM technology brinf,S vast new 
capabili/ies lo the desllkJp. Which is u·b): soon, 
more and more romputm will indude a CD-RO!,[ 
drive. Buy one, andyoure making an 
investment tbaJ rllill lasl you well into the future. 
Bn11g your papers, pro;ects and pres1!11/ations lo 
---------- life by incorporatmg photos, dip art and a huge mnef)· 
---------- of f)pe fonts- all am1l11b/e on CD-ROM. · 
-------- . 
}bu still want rock ·11· roll? Plug 111 a pair of 
/ self-powered speakers and lbe CD-ROM drive 
/,,_, plays audio CDs loo -so you can work au~: 
/ u'hi/e listening lo your favonte musu: 
Buv the Mac111tosh Cmtns 610 now, 
andyou'/1 also recei!'e the CD-ROM gift 
pack· two discs that mdude an electromc 
encyclopedia, a dictwnar;: mteradive 
rocil videos, music for your audio CD 
player and more (worth $327'). 
Apple Macinlosb Cetllris "' 610 
8/2:J} ,uilb CD-ROA(, Afacinlosb Color 
Display and Apple Fxlended Keyboard 11. 
CD-ROM technology puts a world of infonnation at your finger-
tips, and enables you to work with sound, video and animation. Buy 
the Macintosh Centris"' 610 with CD-ROM drive, and you'll also receive 
our CD gift pack. VISit your Apple Campus Reseller today. While you're 
there, ask about financing with the Applt Computer Loan: And '-
discover the power of Macintosh~ The power to be your bese II ..
For more information stop by 
Acade~c Computing Services in Muller 102 or call 27 4-3030 
Just·see how much you can save! 
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New leadership appointed for irrstjtute 
'Nationally recognized scholar' named director of gerontology department. 
By Renee Solano 
Ithacan Contributor 
As the Ithaca College Gerontol-
ogy Institute begins its second year, 
new leadership has emerged. 
said Richard Miller, dean of the 
school of Health Sciences and Hu-
man Performance. 
Krout served as director of the 
Health Services Administration 
Program at Fredonia and was ap-
pointed after an exhaustive nation-
wide search, Miller said 
"It's my job to trans-
late a lot of people's 
dreams into reality." 
be developed that will make people 
more aware of the importance in 
studying gerontology. 
A long range goal ·or Krout is to 
"eventually develop a masters pro-
gram in long-tenn care administra-
tion." 
bo<*s dealing wilh lhe eldezly. 
Hesaidbe'is~in~ 
. . .. ,. . . g 
to educate the SUJdents ar llba$:a 
about~importanceand~e-
ness the study of gerontology bas 
Dr. JohnKrout.aneducatorfrom 
theStateUniversityofNewYorkat 
Fredonia, began as the director of 
the institute in AugusL 
-Dr. John Krout, director of 
Gerontology Institute on their lives. - . Krout said he hopes to incorpo-
tale gerontology classes.into Olher 
curriculmns so that Olber students 
can be exposed to the field 
"Dr. Kroutisanationallyrecog-
nized scholar, and the diversity of 
his background in research, teach-
ing and management in the field of 
gerontology made him stand out 
strongly among the candidates," 
According to Krout, the Geron-
tology Institute was created last year 
toexpandcoursesanddegreeoffer-
ings related to gerontology. 
only the students of Ithaca. but to 
those agencies and communities in 
thesurroundingregion, "Kroutsaid. 
Although he has only been on 
the job fm three wee.ks, he said 
community outreach and providing 
people with information is already 
an essential part of making the pro-
gram a success. 
Mally people have longed for 
the day that the Gerontology Insti-
bltewould getils f eetoff the ground, 
Krout said. 
"The institute is the outgrowth 
of a nwnbez of years of activity 
hoping to expand and increase the 
educational opportunities to not 
One hope of the. director and 
those involved in the program is to 
help identify and increase the ex-
pertise of individuals. This should 
enable workshops and programs to 
Krout has a degree in sociology 
from the Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity and is the author of many 
"It's my job to ttanslate a lot of 
people's dreams into reality." 
MANUEL 
BARRUECO, 
guitar 
"A major artist with remarkable musicianship 
aml a world of technique ... simply anc:j 
consistently-awesome:-Los Angeles Times 
Performing music by Albeniz, Brilten, 
Corea, Rodrigo, Sor, and Weiss 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21 
Walter B. Ford Hall Auditorium, 8: 15 p.m. 
A pre·concert lecture by Pro/essor Edward Flower 
w,11 begin al 7:30 p.m. in Room 201, Ford HoN. 
Ticket> ava,loble Seplember 7 al DeWitt Moll ricltet Center and Rebop 
Record,, Tapes, and Compact Discs, Collegelown 
•·>.-
•••\{] 
ITHACA~~. 
Our Menu ls 
MoreThanA 
Mouthful 
When your hunger_ is big, but your 
budget isn't, it's time to head for 
Ragmann's. Filler-up for less than 
five bucks on a choice of almost 30 
sandwiches, simple or gourmet, 
French bread pizzas, homemade 
Ratatouille, soups or chili and nine 
different salads. Wet the whistle with 
a nice big selection of imported beers 
that include Guinness, Harp or 
Bass Ale on tap. You're gonna love 
our specialty drinks, both frosty and 
fruity or hot and steamy ... plus wines 
by the glass. 
Eat In or Take Out 
Lunch, Dinner-or Late Night 
Serving Sunday & Monday, 11:30am - 10pm. 
Tu. - Sat. 11 :30am - midnight. 
All Major Credit Cards Welcome 
108 North Aurora 273~5236 
umque ]Urmsmngs ana ggrs 'Jjargams zn clDmmg ana accessories al 
Li[[ywliite s ~a~iki 
• Waverly table mats, napkins & pillows 
'Downtown's exdting new outlet· 
and consignment fasfiion store 
• Unusual throws & rugs 
• All Gap, Limited and Banana 
• Paintings, prints and wall hangings Republic clothing at outlet prices 
• Lamps and lampshades 
• Consignment clothing 
• Unique florals & floral arrangements 
• Designer jewelry 
• Wonderful home fragrances 
• Hats, handbags, and accessories 
Center Ithaca - The Commons 
M-Sat 10-6, Th & F 10-8 
Sun 12-5 
128 The Commons, Ithaca 
M- Sat 10-6, Th 10-8 
Sun 12-5 
' ·:--, 
,--.... 
f ,. ... 
.. , 
. .._ 
277-:8543 277-1027 _· · 
~ . .:.. - ' - ~ 
J. 
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*Unlimited Use* 
Without Restrictions 
STUDENTS: 
Use your Greenback or KK coupo,n-and save! 
Only $110 for one semester or $210* f9r both 
(*Save $30 and Get a FREE month) 
Nautilus • Free Weights • Gravitron • Stair~ter 
Treadmills • Life Cycles • Showers • Saunas • Jacuzzi 
Swimming Privileges 
*Private Aerobics Room & Professional Dance Floor* 
Step Aerobics • Cardio Jam • Slide Classes • -~ody Conditioning 
AIR-CONDITIONED • CHILD CARE 
402 W. Green St. 
September ,. 1993 
Thursday, September 9 
The Bureau of Concerts presents 
Wayne Canney 
9:00 pm Coffeehouse 
Free! 
THE ITHACAN 11 
Friday, September 10 
9:30 pm Campus Center Quad-Free! 
Rain Location: Emerson Suites 
Sponsored by SAB, Student Alumni Association, and the IC Alumni Board 
Saturday, September 11 
;; -~ {ifuecoming BBQ 
11:30 am - 1:30·pm F - Lot 
Student Tickets Available Through The Dining Services Office 
Ithaca vs. Albany 
FOOTBALL 
1:30 pm Butterfield Stadium 
·The Bureau of Concerts presents 
Adam Sandler 
· with special guest 
Adam Ferrara 
8:00 pm 
Ben Light Gym . 
Tickets: $5 Student/Alumni (one per ID) 
$8 General Admission 
Tickets available Thursqay - Friday in the Campus Center and Saturday in the Ben Light Gym 
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OPINION 
Vague policy 
With students, rollerblading 
policy needs to be revised 
Once again the Office of Student Affairs and Campus Life ha.s .. 
handed down a decision that lacks student input, yet affects a significant 
portion of the campus population. An ironic fact since the word "student" 
is in the title of the office. Last week, The Ithacan reported that all 
students will receive a memo this week explaining new restrictions on 
rollerblading, skateboarding and bicycling on campus. . 
This settlement follows two decisions last spring, where the Office of 
THE ITHACAN·s VIEW 
Student Affairs and Campus 
Life suggested major changes 
to the Student Conduct Code 
and the snack bar equivalency 
program in the final weeks of school with little input from students. Since 
there was opposition to both plans, the Student Condud Code was 
delayed for a year, and a compromise was re~c.hed on ~he snack bar. 
But time has certainly not changed the d0C1s10n-making process of 
John B. Oblak, vice president of student affairs and campus life. The 
new restrictions on rollerblades, skateboards and bicycles was never 
brought before Student Government. Even the Campus Life ~mmittee 
was unaware of this policy, according to a member of last years 
committee. This Committee is comprised of students, faculty and staff, 
and is respsonsible for discussing policies ~nc~ming stLI?ent !ife. . 
Oblak said the policy is not really new since it was outlined m a letter 
to The Ithacan last April. Granted, we like to believe a majority of this 
campus reads the editorial pages, but they .are no~ t~e best way to 
inform the campus of an important new pohcy deas1on. 
Although a memo is a great way to communicate a new policy, it 
must be understandable. The memo states rollerblades, skateboards 
and bicycles "should not be used in the Academic Quad or in any high 
pedestrian areas, but can be u~ in areas with lim~ed tr~ffic: First, ~he 
words "should not" imply a cho1C0. Secondly, what 1s a "high pedestrian 
area·? There are probably as many definitions of "high pedestrian areas" 
and •areas with limited traffic• as th~ire are students on this campus. 
After speaking with Oblak about the ambuguity, h~ clar~ied his • 
statement, saying that these devices are not allowed on sidewalks. He 
said they are allowed on roads, parking lots or areas where motor 
vehicle traffic is allowed. However, it is more dangerous to allow 
rollerbladers, skateboarders and bicyclers in places where cars travel. 
Oblak said Campus Safety is already enforcing the new policy, 
although this is not mentioned in the memo. In fact, the memo The 
hhacan received from Oblak (the same one he said wiU be sent to 
students) does not mention anything about enforcement of the policy. 
Oblak says students can be charged with "failing to follow the request of 
a college official· under the Student Condud Code. But he says each . 
officer will decide whether to enforce the policy on a case-to-case basis. 
In other words, the College has enacted a policy, but will decide to 
enforce it only at the discretion of an officer. 
The College needs to take another look at this policy. With the help of 
students, the policy needs to be revised again to address the safety 
concerns of both skaters and non-skaters. The re-written policy must be 
clearly worded and the restrictions must be clearly defined. 
Jeffrey J. Sellngo 
Editorial Page Editor 
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ACC apologizes for phone 
problems; outlines changes 
ACC Long Distance would like 
to apologi7.e for any inconvenience 
that was caused during the recent 
installation of your new campus 
telephone system. 
After meeting with colle_ge rep-
resentatives over the past few days, 
ACC would like to address the fol-
lowing concerns and demonstrate 
our responsiveness. 
After conducting traffic studies 
and responding to calls of problems 
with busy signals on incoming and 
outgoing calls, more ciµ:uits have 
been installed to accommodate the 
incoming_ and outgoing traffic. We 
are in the process of adding more 
incoming circuits. We understand 
you will continue to experience in-
coming busies until these orders are 
completed. Continuing traffic stud-
ies will be done and appropriate 
action taken. We also apologize for 
any delays in the installation of off-
campus services. Some off-campus 
orders were delayed if we were 
unable to determine exact locations 
of apanments. 
In response to concerns about 
voice mail, voice mail message ca-
pacity will be increased to allow 
students to store 10 one-minute 
messag~ at a time instead of five. 
Reprogramming has been done to 
reduce .the number of rings before 
the incoming call is sent to voice 
mail. ACC will also waive the first 
month of voice mail service ($3.95) 
due to any inconvenience that may 
have been caused by the original 
programming. 
In response to the instructions to 
disable the Call Waitingfeatureona 
per call basis when using a modem 
or personal preference: After dial-
ing the number you are calling and 
making the connection, you must 
dial the feature code to disable the 
call waiting feature once a connec-
tion has been made. We are sorry for 
not malcing this point clear. We are 
exploring options to make this ser-
vice even more. convenient. 
ACC has hired an on-site repre-
sentative who will be available ev-
ery Tuesday, ThursdayandFriday9 
a.m. to 2 p.m. dwing the school year 
in our offices in the Terrace Dining 
Hall. Debbie Davis can be reached 
at extension X5222 to serve your 
needs. ACC is c0mmill£d .to pros 
viding service and responding 1b 
your concerns. For your conve-
nience.she will processordezs, take 
cash or check payments. and an-
swer questions. 
We realize there is no substitute 
for convenient, reliable, cost-ef-
fective service, and we are deter-
mined to meet your service expec-
tations. In order to compensate you 
for any inconvedience these prob-
lems caused, ACC will not bill the 
monthly enhanced service for both 
on and off campus students prior to 
Sept 6. When you receive your 
first bill within two weeks, it will 
show your start date as Sept 6. 
ACC will continue to work with 
Ithaca College to resolve any prob-
lems and meet the needs of Ithaca 
College and its students. 
Roseann Kane 
· Manager 
College and University Dept. 
ACC Long Distance Corp. 
. 
Indig-nan_t student rollerblader: 
·,1 will colltinue to skate' 
I am writing in response to the 
news that rollerblading is now ille-
gal on campus r·s1caters sidelined,., 
Sept 2]. I cannot express how an-
gered I am by this action. 
Rollerblading is a method of 
transponation, and like bikes and 
walking, itisagreatsourceof exer-
cise and personal enjoyment There 
are only a few weeks during the 
school year that are nice enough to 
spend outside and I enjoy being 
able to blow off steam during that 
time by rollerblading in the evening. 
At the times lhat I skate, there 
are very few pedestrians around. 
Even during ·the busiest times, I 
never saw bladers causing disrup-
lions. 
It bothers me that the College 
mandates that we live on campus, 
yet restricts our activities so greatly. 
As of yet, rollerblading has not 
caused any serious accidents. How 
can camP,_us officials take away a 
right of the Sbldents that has not 
been abused? 
I will agree that there are some 
b~ers who may in fact be skating 
unwisely,butaren'tlhesethepeople 
that should be restricted? Instead of 
f ming all skaters, why not concen-
ttate on those individuals who in-
deed are skating recklessly, and is-
sue warnings to them? 
The anicle in The Ithacan states 
that "skating is <>nly permitted in 
areas without pedestrian traffic, 
such as roads; parking lots, and 
other areas where traffic· is -al-
lowed." 
Docsn 'tthis pose a greater threat 
to safety when rolleri>laders are 
forced to skate among cars'! 
I'rtimkingMr. Oblaktoiethink 
this Jaw~ But-untii'~'.does; and as 
long as .the weather permits •. I will 
continue to skate~ · 
And if I ever feel ihat I am 
endangering others, only then will 
I stop. 
Gregory Goldin 
Cinema and Photography '95 
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ID Express: 'safe, 
convenient, versatile' 
This fall marked the kickoff of 
the new ID Express program at 
Ithaca College. Although I have 
heard many positive comments, I 
havealsoreviewedsomeoftheques-
tioas -raised and misinfonnation 
printed. 
First, ID Express is an optional 
program for anyone on campus who 
would lilre to rake advantage of it. 
The ID Express Advisory Commit-
tee, Implementation Team, and 
Marketing Group have worked hard 
to develop a program that is "safe, 
convenient, versatile and easy-to-
use." 
Second, the ID Express program 
consists of two significant parts --
on-line and off-line. The on-line 
service includes all of the current 
services provided. The off-line ser-
vice will include laundry (washers 
anddrye.rs), vending and photocopy 
machines; 
For your information, on the back 
of the ID card are two magnetic 
stripes - one wide (on-line) and one 
narrow (off-line). When the off-
line program is available (later this 
fall), money may be placed on the 
off-line stripe at the ADMs (Auto-
matic Debit Machines) located 
around campus in one of two ways 
-- either moving money from the 
on-line account/stripe to the off-
line account/stripe or by placing 
money in the ADM to be put di-
rectly onto the off-line account/ 
stripe. · 
Third, security has been a major 
focus of all the efforts thus far 
regarding the ID Express. Because 
most people carry their ID cards 
with them at all times, it was felt 
that using this card as a debit card 
with pre-deposited dollars would 
not only be convenient, but also 
safer than carrying cash. A photo-
graph and individual signature are 
included on the card, and a return 
address is printed on the back should 
the card be lost off campus. 
A major security feature with 
this program is that the on-line ac-
count can. be invalidated by con-
tacting the ID office during regular 
business hours or Campus Safety 
during all other times. For your 
information, we will not be able to 
canceVinvalidate the off-line ac-
count stripe when it becomes ac-
tive later this fall. But, we are 
considering li!'.fliting the amount of 
money that could be placed on this 
stripe/account to $20-$30. 
In the case of theft and attempted 
or actual usage of the card to pur-
chase items on campus, all transac-
tions on the on-line stripe/account 
are documented on the computer 
located in the ID Office. 
Fourth, during this past sum-
mer, two issues were identified and 
addressed on campus: the talcing of 
ID cards as "collateral" in exchange 
for items such as equipment check-
out; and the elimination of the "vali-
dation sticker" that is placed on ID 
cards. 
For your infonnation, the need 
to stop the practice of talcing ID 
cards w~ due to the existing poten-
tial conflict with student meal plans 
as well as the additional problem of 
having money accessible on the 
magnetic stripes. 
The problem with validation 
stickers was that these stickers are 
not compatible with an offline vend-
ing program. They literally will 
"gum-up" the mechanism in the 
card readers. As a result of numer-
ous letters, meetings, and conver-
sations, it was agreed to eliminate 
these practices. 
I anticipate that with additional 
discussion,andappropriateactions, 
together we will improve upon our 
initial installation. 
Meetings continue on an ongo-
ing basis to improve and expand the 
ID Express. · 
Everyone is encouraged to get 
theircommentsandsuggestionsinto 
the process. 
Dana Aaron 
Assistant vice president for 
student affairs and campus life-
campus programs and events 
College needs to take alcohol 
policy, education 01ore seriously 
Some people believe that at 
I~ge tbcre:is-~a .. -
ing problem on campus. Considec-
ing the fact that over 80 percent of 
the students on campus are under 
21, of course they don't drink. 
However, statistics reveal that more 
sbldents will die froin alcohol and 
drug related causes than will go on 
to get their PhDs and masters com-
bined (according to a nationwide 
sbldy by Alcohol Health and Re-
search World). . 
Also, the Carnegie Foundation 
surveyed college presidents around 
the country and found that they felt 
a1cohol is the number one problem 
facing colleges u;,day. If these state--
ments are ttue, how is it that our 
Ithaca College community is this 
so-called "utopia?" 
Lastyear,thecollegetooksuong 
measures to counteract alcohol on 
campus. We had an Alcohol and 
Drug Education office comlinaled 
byLynnGastein,aqualifiedcoun-
selor in the field. We had a Coun-
seling Cmter with four full-time 
counselors. We had Alcohol 
Anonymous meetings on campus. 
We had an Assessment Program to 
help students who were in the judi-
cial system as a result of alcohol 
abuse get the intervention they 
needed. Finally, we had an eager 
group of students acting as Alco-
hol and Drug Peer Educators. 
Of these, only one remains to-
day. The Alcohol and Drug Educa-
tion office closed after the abrupt 
resignation of Lynn Gerstein. With 
the loss of this office, the Assess-
ment Program no longer has a su-
pervisor. 
AAmeetingsmeno longer avail-
able.on campus. The Counseling 
Center is now down to one full-
time collllselor, withanothercoun-
selor on the way and two part-time 
counselors who can only do in-
takes. 
The only o~h on campus 
for someone struggling with alco-
hoVdrugproblems, besides our one 
counselor who is responsible for 
all students, is the Alcohol and 
Drug Peer Educators. These stu-
dents, who havenotreceived train-
ing, wish to be trained by Lynn 
Gerstein, who is not pennitted to 
train them. This is the only out-
reach for approximately 600 I.C. 
students who may be alcoholic. 
I realize that the campus has a 
Task Force to see if an Alcohol and 
Drug Education office is needed 
for students. However, this office 
and its supervisor helped save 
countless lives in the past three 
years. I am afraid for the students 
on this campus who may be facing 
a drinking or drug problem, and 
cannot~etheappiopriatehelp. 
IfJackOblak, vicepesidentfor. 
student affairs and campus life, is 
still not convinced that the college 
has a drinking problem, I invite 
him to spend a weekend evening 
with me in a residential building. I 
believe that it can be a real eye-
opener for any disbeliever. 
Ken Bambach 
TV/R '95 
THE ITHACAN INQUIRER By Ali Mroczkowski 
"Who Is your favorite late night talk show host?" 
"David Letterman --
he is in touch with the 
old, but has a grip on 
the new." 
Sham Simon ~94 
Spanish 
"Jay Leno -- he's 
witty, makes me 
laugh and wears 
nice ties." 
. Tara Cleary i,s 
Psychology 
"Jay Leno -- he's laid 
back." 
New Mac computers 
con,parable to IBM 
Community served best by having 
students and f acuity choose systems 
I would like to reply to Mr. 
Grant's letter in The Ithacan [Alwn-
nus criticizes Business School 
switch from IBM to Mac, Sept 2] 
regarding the new business school 
computer lab. 
I don't want to debate the rela-
tive merits of IBM and Macintosh 
PCs. 
Both types of computer systems 
have their strengths, and Academic 
Computing Services long ago de-
cided that the interests of our com-
munity would best be served by 
allowing students and faculty to 
choose the computer that works best 
for them. 
I can reassure Mr. Grant that the 
Business School lab is an advanced 
facility with many capabilities and 
that most of his concerns are un-
grounded. 
The Macintosh Centris comput-
ers there are equipped to run DOS, 
as well as Macintosh programs with 
ease. 
A OOS user will be able to ac-
cess the same DOS programs that 
she can access in our PC labs and 
her OOS fonnaued disks will work 
in the Centris disk drive just as they 
work in an IBM PS(}.. 
Mr. Grant also expressed con-
cern that users of these machines 
would be deprived of the advan-
tages of a Novell network. In fact, 
this lab is part of our campus-wide 
Novell network. 
Both 00S and Macintosh users 
in the Business School lab have full 
access to the Novell network and to 
our Ithaca VAX too. 
The lab also has the most ad-
vanced networked Hew lett-Paclcard 
laser printer available, which prints 
Macintosh, 00S, and VAX docu-
ments, switching formats automati-
cally, with no extra effort required 
of the user. 
In short, I believe users of this 
facility will find it a productive and 
enjoyable computing environment 
to work in. 
Peter Hess 
Academic Computing Services 
New equipment can satisfy both 
IBM and Macintosh users 
As a Computer Science major 
here at Ithaca College, I feel I must 
reply to Richard M. Grant's leuer 
to The Ithacan [Alumnus criticizes 
Business School SWitch from IBM 
to Mac, Sept2J reganling the switch 
from IBM machines to Macintosh 
machines in the computer work-
room located in Smiddy 114. 
Now, although I cannot say as to 
which system is easier to use, I can 
comment on how the new comput-
ers in the room can satisfy both 
IBM and Macintosh users. 
The new computers are 
Macintosh Centris computers, one 
of the best Macintosh systems 
around, and not because they are 
the newest, but rather because they 
can do something no other 
Macintosh systems on campus can 
do--they can load and run IBM PC 
software! 
The program which enables 
them to do this is called "SoflPC," 
and it can be found in the hard drive 
file. 
Simply open the hard drive file 
by double-clicking the mouse on 
the icon, then double-click on the 
SoflPC icon, then double-click on 
the "SoftPC Professional" icon. 
You will then be lalcen into a PC 
environment and when the 
"F:\LOGIN>" prompt comes up, 
simply log in as you would to a PC. 
I hope this letter will enlighten 
computer users to this new multi-
system lab, and that IBM users will 
not be disillusioned by the pres-
ence of Macintosh machines in the 
room. 
I also hope Mr. Grant and the 
business students oflthaca College 
will now be at ease over the switch 
after reading this letter. 
Kevin Days 
Computer Science '94 
Student to College: 
let students have fun 
During the summer of 1992, I 
was on campus during the big 
alumni weekend. While speaking 
with a woman at the pool, I found 
out that this campus has lost not 
only a beat-up old ski tow behind 
the towe.rs (which I doubt was ever 
sanctioned),butalsoadivingboard 
a& the outdoor pool. The woman 
askedme why lheydon.'tletus have 
fun anymore. I can only further 
what she said with my own ex-
ample of being ejected from die 
pool this year, for doing flips into 
an an-populated deep-end. 
Widldaeselhiagsinmind,lques-
tian wbedadle intent of outlawing 
~ladibl (definilely by nm-
staeen) was lnJly not co punish, as 
DaveMaleyclaimediDThe/thacan 
[Skaters sidelined, Sept 2). 
If anyone making the decision 
was an in-line skater, they would 
surely have mentioned that anyone 
going fast enough to injure a pedes-
trian also has enough control not to. 
College is for learning and fun, 
and I think the two complement 
each other beautifully. 
Those who do not know how to 
have fun, or do not understand the 
fun had by others, should bro a 
little more abolll it, instead of just 
taking the easy way out and out-
lawing it. 
Stales are like extensions of the 
foot. and off er a very controlled 
method of locomotion. To make 
them illegal is narrow-minded, 
hasty,andunwamnted.It'sashame 
that old~eapecially in a col-
lcgecommuni1y ,llave ro keepdown 
the activities of the young. One 
more thing: I'd like to see 'em try 
and catch me. 
Mark Hachey 
Mathematics '94 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Thursday, 
September 9 
Admissions, Staff Training, N MR 
& Clark lounge, Egbert Hall, 8:30 
a.m. 
OIT Training, DeMotte Room, 
Egbert Hall, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Provost'sOfflce,AcademlcCabl-
net, SMR, Egbert Hall, 9 a.m. to 12 
p.m. 
Diversity Awareness, Latino Heri-
tage Meeting, Conference Room, 
Egbert Hall, 11 a.m. 
International Programs, London 
Center Information Session, 
NMR, Egbert Hall, 12 to 1:15 p.m. 
Monday, 
September 13 
OIT Training, Demotta Room, 
Egbert Hall, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Judlclal Affairs, Drug & Alcohol 
Education Meeting, Counseling 
Center Group Room, Health Cen-
ter, 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. 
Philosophy & Rellglon, Shaman-
istic Ritual, Emerson Suites, 
Phillips Hall, 12 to 2 p.m. 
Residential Life, Department 
Meeting, SMA, Egbert Hall, 1 to 4 
p.m. 
Accounting Club, Board Meeting, 
Conference Room, Egbert Hall, 3 to 
Diversity Peer Educators, Orga- 4:30 p.m. 
nlzatlonal Meeting, SMR, Egbert Graduate Studies, All-College 
Hall, 12:15 to 12:45 p.m. Graduate Committee Meetings, 
Orientation, Steering Committee NMR, Egbert Hall, 3 to 4:30 p.m. 
Meeting, SMR, Egbert Hall, 1 :15 to 
2:30p.m. 
"Global Repercussions," Mark 
Hansen, Lecture, Nabenhauer 
CareerPlannlng&Placement,Re-. Room, Ford Hall, 3 p.m. 
sume Writing Worksh::,p, NMR, 
Egbert Hall, 2 to 3 p.m. 
Psychology, Research Experi-
ment, SMR, Egbert Hall, 3 to 6 p.m. 
CC&SE/C, Meeting, Conference 
Room, Egbert Hall, 4 to 5 p.m. 
Faculty Recital, Voice Faculty, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Friday, 
September 10 
HOMECOMING WEEKEND 
Science Roundtables, Various 
locations, New Science Building, 3 
to 5 p.m. 
IBA & FIMA, Speakers/Meeting, 
Room 115, Smiddy Hall, 4 to 5:30 
p.m. 
Shabbot Service, Muller Chapel, 6 
p.m. 
Shabbot Dinner, Terrace Dining 
Hall, 7:15 p.m. 
Saturday, 
September 11 
New Science Building Opening 
Ceremony, Outside East Entrance, 
New Science Building, 9:30 a.m. 
Open House, New Science Build-
ing, 1 Oto 11 a.m. 
Annual Homecoming BBQ, F-Lot, 
11 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m. 
Junior Recital, Kym Weston, 
Voice, Ford Hall Auditorium, 3 p.m. 
Sports Hall of Fame Banquet, 
Emerson Suites, Phillips Hall, 6 p.m. 
Sunday, 
September 12 
cathollc Community Mass: Muller 
Chapel, 10 a.m., 1 and 9 p.m. 
Protestant Community Services, 
Muller Chapel, 11 :30 a.m. 
"Global Repercussions," Mark 
Hansen, Plano, Ford Hall Audito-
rium, 3 p.m. 
CC&SE/C, Scheduling Meeting, 
Pub/Coffeehouse, Egbert Hall, 7 to 
9p.m. 
Phys lea I Therapy Club, Ice Cream 
Social, Emerson Suites B, Phillips 
Hall, 7:30 p.m. 
Campus Center, AV Manager 
Meeting, Demotta Room, Egbert 
Hall, 5p.m. 
Admissions/Peer Recruiting, 
Training Session, Clark Lounge, 
Egbert Hall, 5:15 p.m. 
Volleyball Information managers 
meeting, Hill Center, 6 p.m. 
EXCEL, Seminar, Room 110, 
Phillips Hall, 7 to 8:30 p.m. 
Catholic Community Parish 
Council, Laub Room, Muller 
Chapel, 7:30 p.rn. 
"Global Repercussions," Mark 
Hansen, Lecture, Ford Hall Audito-
rium, 8:15 p.m. 
Tuesday, 
September 14 
OIT Training, Demotta Room, 
Egbert' Hall, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Admissions/Peer Recruiting, 
SMR, Egbert Hall, 12:05 p.m. 
campus Center, Set-Up Meeting, 
Emerson Suites, Phillips Hall, 12: 15 
p.m. 
Physical Plant, Custodial Train-
ing, NMR, Egbert Hall, 2 to 3:30 
p.m. 
Provost's Office, HSR Meeting, 
Conference Room, Egbert Hall, 4 to 
5:30p.m. 
OMA, Town Meeting, Clark 
Lounge, Egbert Hall, 4 p.m. 
CC&SE/C, Manager Meeting, 
NMR, Egbert Hall, 5 to 7:30 p.m. 
H&S Dean's Office, Deans Din-
ner, Emerson Suites, Phillips Hall, 
5:30 to 8:30 p.m. 
EXCEL, Seminar, Room 11 o, 
Phillips Hall, 7:30 p.m. 
International Programs, London 
Center Information Session, SMR, 
Egbert Hall, 7 to 8:30 p.m. 
Campus Activities, Comedy 
Show, Pub/Coffeehouse, Phillips 
Hall, 8 to 1 0 p.m. 
Faculty Recital, Gordon Stout, 
Percussion, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
8:15 p.m. 
Wednesday, 
September 15 
ROSH HASHANAH BEGINS AT 
SUNDOWN 
Life Safety Division, Training, 
Emerson Suites A, Phillips Hall, 
7:30 to 8:30 am. 
Admissions, Staff Meeting, 
Demotta Room, Egbert Hall, 8:45 
p.m. 
career Planning & Placement, 
Resume Writing Workshop, SMR, 
Egbert Hall, 1 Oto 11 a. m. 
ID Express Meeting, NMR, Egbert 
Hall, 10 a.m. 
Student Affairs, Brown Bag 
Lunch, Demotta Room, Egbert Hall, 
12 to 1 p.m. · 
Kappa Gamma Psi, Concert/Re-
cital, Pub/Coffeehouse, 12to4p.m. 
CC&SE/C, Summer Conference 
Planning Task Force Committee, 
Conference Room, Egbert Hall, 1 :30 
to2:30p.m. 
career Planning & Placement, 
How To Find A Job Workshop, 
SMR, Egbert Hall, 3 to 4 p.m. 
CA&O/CC&SE, Meeting, Confer-
ence Room, Egbert Half, 4 to 4:30 
p.m. 
CC&SE/C, Manager Meeting, 
SMR, Egbert Hall, 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. 
Campus Center, AV Meeting, 
Room 110, Phillips Hall, 8 p.m. 
J.O.V. Fellowship Meeting, Laub 
Room, Muller Chapel, 8 p.m. 
Ongoing 
Events 
Handwerker Gallery presents DI-
verse Objects, weekdays, 1 o a. m. 
to 6 p.m., 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. on 
Thursdays, 1 O a.m. to 2 p.m. on 
Saturdays. 
RHP Photography Gallery presents 
Portrait of Two Pregnancies, an 
exhibit hy Nancy Stuart of Roches-
ter, weekdays 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
emic 
mputing 
ervices 
Accounting. Club, North Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, Wednes-
day, 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
Ages Gerontology Group, Demotte Room, Egbert Hall, 
Thursday, 8:30 p.m. 
AMA, Conference Room, Egbert Hall.Tuesday and Thursday 
12 to 1 p.m. 
Amnestylnternatlonal, Room 301, Friends Hall, Tuesday, 12:05 
to 1:10 p.m. 
Art History Club, Gannett 112, Thursday, 7 p.m. 
BIGALA, SMR, Egbert Hall, Sunday, 6:30 p.m.; Wednesday, 
5:30 p.m. 
BOC, DeMotte Room, Egbert Hall, Monday, 8 p.m. 
campus Crusade for Christ, Demotta Room, Egbert Hall, 
Wednesday, 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. 
CSN (HELP), Conference Room, Egbert Hall, Wendesday, 7 p.m. 
Daysprtng, North Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, Thursday,_ 7 to 
10 p.m. 
Debate Club, Friends 201, Sunday and . Wednesday, 
3 to 5 p.m.; Monday, 7 to 9 p.m. 
Delta Phi Zeta, 1st Floor Lounge, Terrace 1, Sunday, 6 to 9 p.m. 
Diversity Awareness committee, Emerson Suites, Thursday, 
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.rn. 
HIiiei, Phillips Room, Muller Chapel, Monday, 8:30 p.m. 
ICES, North Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, Monday, 8 p.m. 
Interfaith Religious council, Laub Room, Muller Chapel, Tues-
day, 12 to 1 p.m. 
Oracle Society, Room 203, Friends Hall, Thursday, 7 p.m. 
AHA, south Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, Wednesday, 8 p.m. 
SAB, North Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, Tuesday, 12 p.m. 
SASP, South Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, Monday, 6 to 10 
p.m. . 
SAVAW, Room 102, Friends Hall, Tuesday, 8:30 p.m. 
SGA, Conference Room, Egbert Hall, Monday, 5 to 7:30 p.m. 
Sign Language Club, Laub Room, Muller Ch~pel, Tuesday ,8 
~m I• 
Zehgelst, Friends 202, Tuesday, 8 p.m. 
Computer Lab 
Schedule Fall 
Noon-Mid 5:25pm-Md 8:50pm-Mid 5:25pm-Md 4pm-Mid 2pm-5pm Closed 
5pm-11pm 5pm-11pm 5pm-11pm 5:25pm-11pm 1pm-5pm Closed 
Noon-Mid Noon-Mid Noon-Mid Noon-Mid Noon-5pm 11am-6pm 
8:30am-Md 8:30am-Mid 8:30am-Mid 8:30am-Mid 8:30am-8pm 
5pm-11pm 5pm-11pm 5pm-11pm 5pm-11pm Closed Closed 
7pm·11pm 7pm-11pm 7pm-11pm 7pm-11pm Closed Closed 
5:30pm-11pm 12:05-1:10 5:30-1tpm 12:05-1:10 5:30-11pm S:30-11pm 
This schedule is in effect from Sunday, 8/29 • Friday 12/10. Hours will vary around holidays midterm and 
finals. Please check lab doors for specifics. - ' 
The Ithacan 
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Cinematic character 
Cornell Cinema offers wide variety for movie lovers 
By Emlly carr 
Ithacan Assistant Accent Editor 
From Hong Kong films to Inde-
cent Proposal, Cornell Cinema of-
fers something for every movie-
goer. 
Although at first glance the film 
schedule looks random, the organi-
zation and selection process is actu-
ally quite complex. 
"There are. so many ways that 
films get on the Cornell Cinema 
schedule that l could go through the 
calendar, film-by-film, and tell you 
th~ history of how i! got ~re." said 
Richard Herskow1tz, director of 
Cornell Cinema 
Many suggestions come from 
Cornell faculty and students. "Be-
cause this is such an iqternational 
community--frequently professors 
or graduate students will come back 
from a semester abroad and say, 'I 
saw a fantastic film and I really 
would like to show it,' or 'I'm hav-
ing a concert and I really would like 
to get this fdm for it."' 
About one-third of the films 
shown are co-sponsored by com-
munity organizations, student or-
ganizations or Cornell academic de-
partments. These co-sponsorships 
mvolve orgamzations m the ere-
ation and promotion of a film's 
showing. 
"We ask them 'Can you contrib-
ute a speaker? Can you contribute 
promotional help? If it's going to 
be a film that may lose money can 
you contribute funding?"' 
Herskowitz said "Sometimes no 
funding is available, but the pro-
posal is so good and so worthwhile 
we find a way to do it" 
In addition to co-sponsored 
films, Cornell Cinema also spon-
sors several film series throughout 
its season. 
This fall season marks the be-
See "Cinema," page 16 
Cornell Cinema Schedule 
for Sept. 9-12 
The Story of Qui Ju 
Thurs., 7:45 P.M., WSH 
Sat., 9:40 P.M. WSH 
Sun., 4:30 P.M. WSH 
Benny & J·oon 
Thurs., 10:00 P.M., WSH 
Fri., 9:40 P.M., UHA 
Sat., 7:20 P.M. and 
midnight, UHA 
Sun., 8:00 P.M., WSH 
Disney In Wonderland 
Fri., 7;30 P.M., WSH 
· Sat., 2:00 and 7:30 P.M., 
WSH 
Swordsman II 
Fri., 9:40 P.M., WSH 
Fri., 7:25 P.M., UHA 
Bruce Lee: Enter the 
Dragon 
Fri., midnight, UHA 
Sat., 9:40 P.M., UHA 
Moana 
Sun., 7:30 P.M., UHA 
WSH=Willard Straight Hall 
Theatre 
UHA=Uris Hall Auditorium 
Sandler: College to comedy 
Sandler photo courtesy NBC 
Adam Sandler In a skit on NBC's Saturday Night Uve. 
By Matt Roberts 
Ithacan Staff 
Imagine being a college student 
Imagine the options that a student 
has in choosing a career. 
By studying politics, govern-
mental studies and speech you could 
become a politician. By studying 
journalism, writing and reporting 
you could become a journalist 
By studying theatre, drama, and 
voice you could become ... a come-
dian? 
Believe it or not, these are the 
areas that popular Saturday Night 
live, Not Ready for Prime Time 
Player, Adam Sandler studied dur-
ing his years at New York Univer-
sity. 
· Adam Sandler attended New 
York University from 1984 to 1988. 
There he majored in theater at the 
Tisch School for the Arts. 
This desire to perform, accom-
panied by a goofy sense of humor 
and the right amount of prodding 
by his friends led to Sandler's first 
venture into the realm of stand-up 
comedy. 
He performed on open-mike 
night at New York University's 
Classic style on The Commons 
South Bay Traders offers name brands at a discount 
wall and a red brick motif on the the store has comparable prices 
By Lauren Stanforth other emphasizes the store's natu- which prove that South Bay Trad-
Ithacan Contnbutor ral look. ers is offering substantial bargains. 
Most IC students probably un- Also, unlike most outlets, South For example, there were socks 
derstandthatseasonal phenomenon Bay Traders blasts alternative radio that were "~arked down" from ~n 
when J. Crew calalogs spill out of over its speakers. This is in an at- dollars to six dollars, and a shirt 
mailboxes and clutter hallw~ys. tempttolureitstargetaudience, the which originally sold for $5~ and 
But a new store nestled m the college student, Hunt said. now sells for $35. Also, barn Jack~ 
heart of The Commons may offer Although the store is certainly ets are marked down $33 less than 
aneasierwaytoachievethatclassic pleasant to browse through, the the regular catalog pri~. . 
J. Crew style. . merchandise is sparse, coosidering Stephen Hunt says hlS ~nces are 
South Bay Tra(Je~s, which its recent opening. The owner as- verr low. I~ f~~ he~~ that 
opened in mid-August, IS a smplus suredhiscustomersthat"shipments he 1s womed that his pnces are 
outlet for overstOCked warehouse are delivered every two weeks all reduced too much. 
merchandise.and sells brand-name year round," Hunt said South Bay "Y oucan'tpleaseeverybodyand 
clothes at lower prices than what Traders is at the moment 100 per- Ihaven'theardanycomplaints,"he 
catalog counterparts usually offer. centJ. Crew stock. with such brands said. "But marbe pri_ces are too l~w 
South Bay Traders sells mostly asBananaRepublic,GapandStruc- and maybe I m domg somethmg 
outerwear,includingsweaters,flan- ture arriving in the weeks to come, wrong." . 
nel shirts and.coats. It might appear he said. - So,howcansuchpopular brands 
that it fits in with a number of gift- The clothing is rugged, withtypi- be brought to_ Ithaca ~t ~O pei;ent 
oriented clothing stores jn the area. cal "preppy" fare. There are . off catalog pnces? Is it ille¥al· 
But owner Stephen Hunt says waisdessdresses, flannels.rugbies, Well, n?t really. Hun~ si~ a 
that his store is different "We sell and enough barn jackets to make contract w1~ J. Crew d1Stnbutors 
gift quality items at affordable any college student go ga-ga. Also, that~ows him t_o take overstocked 
prices,"Huntsaid "Theclothesare a large rack of socks makes it pos- clo~m~ o~f therr hands .. The only 
a good quality and the styles are sibletostockupforwinter. restn~tmnisthatthestore~maynot 
very current" As far as the prices go, South be built more than 200 miles away 
When entering the establish- Bay Traders is defmitely targeted from a J. Crew warehouse .. 
ment, most customers wouldn't towards the college student with Once a pun~ . rock smg~r, 
think the term "outlet" is appropri- limited finances, Hunt said.. Stephen Hunt ongmally got m-
ate. White pine shelving on one In glancing at the merchandise, See "Traders," page 17 
Boston Comedy Club. That perfor-
mance blossomed into what has 
quickly become a successful com-
edy career. 
Of course, there are more ques-
tions that LC. students wanted an-
swered, so The Ithacan spoke with 
Adam Sandler .. .live from New 
York. 
Roberts: I'm going to start the 
interview by asking you a few of 
the standard interview questions. 
Sandler: Like what's it like to 
be a goon? 
Roberts: Okay, what is it like to 
be a goon? 
Sandler: It's a terrible feeling. 
Roberts: What are you going to 
do after Saturday Night Live ? 
Sandler: I just don't know. I'm 
not thinking that far in the future. 
I'm just trying to be funny on the 
show and my future will fall into 
place. . 
Roberts: Why ... are you coming 
to Ithaca? 
Sandler: (laughs) Well ... two 
reasons: I do like Ithaca and I've 
been there before. It's a fun school. 
And, they called and said, "Do you 
want some money?" 
No .. .lt's a good feeling getting 
Fountain Flyer 
in front of a good crowd and having 
fun. 
Roberts: That leads to my next 
question, what is it like going to a 
college and performing for the au-
dience that you know watches you 
on television? 
Sandler: That's the beauty, 
we're on the same wavelength. A 
lot of the guys on Saturday Night 
Live are a couple of years out of 
college. We gear our writing to the 
collegecrowd. Thethingsthatmade 
us laugh in college I try to do [ them J 
in my act. 
Roberts: You seem to refer to 
college quite a bit. Why? 
Sandler: I like the college thing 
the most. lt would be the biggest 
time when we were in a room with 
four friends and we would laugh 
our asses off. 
I write a lot out of growing up. 
College was a big time in my grow-
ing up. 
Roberts: Does [the character] 
Canteen Boy come from your grow-
ing up? 
Sandler: Canteen Boy is defi- ' 
nitely a good boy from all our home 
towns. He' san homage to our home-
See ''Sandler," page 16 
Judson Snell '96 spends a hot summer night boarding near 
the Dillingham Fountains. 
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Cinema----
continuec1 from page 15 
ginning of the "History of Cinema" 
series, which will feature aspects 
of film history. This year's focus 
will be on the development of film 
techniques, with specific monthly 
topics such as History of Cinema-
tography (September), History of 
Film Sound (October) and History 
of Film Editing (November).-
In addition, Tompkins County 
BOCES (Board of Co-op Educa-
tional Services) will offer month-
long classes in conjuction with the 
film series. These classes, which 
will take place after each Monday's 
showing, will consist of lectures, 
discussions and interviews with film 
practitioners and scholars, three of 
which are Ithaca College film pro-
fessors Marcelle Pecot, Pierre Desir 
and Bill Rowley. 
Another new series, "Cinema 
Off-Center," will feature works by 
performance artists and theater art-
ists on film and video. Upcoming 
showings include works by 
Meredith Monk, El Teatro 
Campesino and Peter Brook. 
"It's an experimental laboratory 
for Cornell Cinema to really try out 
the stuff that's really on the fringe," 
Herskowitz said. "These experi-. 
ments, many of them, will eventu-
ally become appropia1ed by the 
mainstream, but they 're pushing the 
audience further, and the audience 
learns how to stretch." 
Also happening during the 
monthofSept.emberisaHongKong 
film series, featuring films by con-
temporary and historic Hong Kong 
directors, including many Bruce Lee 
films. ''Right now, there is fmally a 
burst of interest all across the coun-
try in Hong Kong movies," 
Herskowitz said. "People are real-
izing that there is a vitality in Hong 
Kong film making that really is remi-
niscent of Hollywood at its peak." 
· The Cornell Cinema venue does 
not consist entirely of alternative or 
historical films. During the month 
of September, popular favorites 
such as Qenny and loon and 
Cliffhanger are scheduled. 
"We always try to make links 
between films," Herskowitz said 
"We try to make the commerical 
films relate to the alternative films 
so that the alternative films are of-
ten commentaries on, or alterna-
tives to, the commercial films we 
show." 
Herskowitz believes that audi-
ences are most attracted to Cornell 
Cinema by the mix of films avail-
able. "The fact that you can see 
Groundhog Day sitting next to Ver-
tigo sitting next to Man Bites Dog 
and Hong Kong film in the same 
night or within a couple of days --
this is really an all-encompassing 
program," he said. 
It is perhaps this all-encompass-
ing program that has led to Cornell 
Cinema's reputation. Started dur-
ing the film buff era of the 70s, 
Cornell Cinema contributed greatly 
to explosion of interest in classic 
films during that decade, 
Herskowitz said. 
"There were people who were at 
Cornell and Ithaca during the 70s 
who went every night who I'll run 
into or who will contact me and say 
that Cornell gave them their film 
education," Herskowitz said. 
He added that interest has now 
become more subdued. "In the be-
ginning, there was a broader gen-
eral interest among students in al-
ternative movies -- classic movies 
and foreign movies. Now, for a 
variety of complicated reasons, the 
alternative movies that we show 
will often get very specialized audi-· 
ences." 
Lift 
Yourself 
To a Higher Level of Fitness 
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Sandler----
continuec1 from page 15 
own goober. He's my favorite. 
Do you like Canteen Boy?· 
Roberts: Yes, I like Canteen 
Boy, but I really like (your charac-
ter] Opera Man. He's my favorite. 
· Sandler: Canteen Boy is afraid 
of the Opera Man. He runs in his 
room and'tries when he hears Op-
eraMan. Somethingabouthim. That 
boy's always getting into trouble. 
Roberts: Alan Covert [a come-
dian/friend of Sandler's] told me 
that you have been doing Opera 
Man for years. He said you liked to 
make the opera sound 
Sandler: I would just make 
sounds, no words ... 'Woosh Lay 
Woolay' (he sang in his.best opera 
voice). Opera Man is based on a 
guy on 57th streeL He would hold a 
cup up and sing opera. Every time I 
see him I give him good money and 
say thanks for helping me with 
Opera Man. New York [City] defi-
nitely helps your writing. 
(Next, Sandler was asked about 
some of the skits that he performs 
on Saturday Night Live. One of 
these skits is a song that he per-
formed about his red sweatshirt) 
Roberts: Why a red sweatshirt? 
Sandler: (laughs) Hmm .. .lguess 
because I grew up with one. I used 
to wear a red sweatshirt to school. I 
wanted to show him the respect for 
keeping me warm, so I owed it to 
him. 
Roberts: Do you write your own 
material? 
Sandler: I write with the guys 
from the show. 
Roberts: Did you write the lyr-
ics to "The Turkey Song?" 
Sandler: Yeah, me and two 
guys. We wrote that in a half hour. 
(laughs) It was so silly. 
Roberts: Is it difficult to come 
·- -·---.... -..--. __ ,. September 9, 1993 
•' '/..:::A,l,n up with this material? neuu.u 
Sandler: Itjusthappens, but you Sandler: No, I didn't write Air-
sometimes panic wondering if heads, but this is my first major 
you'll come up with new stuff. film. This will help me get into a 
Roberts: I was told by Lucien position where I can do my own 
Hold, thetalentcoordinatorforThe stuff. 
ComicStripinNewYorkCity,that Roberts:Youstartedyourcom-
Bill Cosby once gave you some edyincollegeatNewYorkUniver-
words of advice. What were they? sity and used to perform in small 
Sandler: I did the Cosby Show a clubs. Were you a class clown in 
couple of times. He told me that school? 
every time you do a show oo T.V., Sandler: I guess I was a class 
you should make it yom funniest clown. 
seL You should not be cringing Roberts: If you had a chance to 
when you look back on iL (pauses) go back to college and create a 
Then he said, "Scazzum Aazzum course that you would like to teach, 
Scizzum." what would it be and why? 
Roberts: What does "Scazzum Sandler: History class on the 
aazzum Scizzum" mean? CanteenBoy.Justbecauselthinkit 
Sandler: I don't know. I just wouldbenefiteveiystudenttoknow 
nodded my head. I thought it was about him, his inner thoughts, and 
nice of him to tell me that. why he can't part with his canteen. 
Roberts: You had a few small I can't say anymore or I'll start to 
movie roles in Shakes the Clown get misty. 
andConeheads.Howdidyouenjoy Roberts: How did you geldis-
that? covered? 
Sandler: That was a fun exp_eri- Sandler: Dennis Miller saw me 
ence. Bobcat Golthwait [the lead in do stand-up one nighL Dennis put 
Shakes the Clown] is a real good the bug in Lome [Michael's] ear 
guy. and Lome followed through. He 
The part in Coneheads was a flew me to Chicago, saw me per-
small part. It was only one day's fonn and hired me as a writer. 
work. [After I got to .S(IIIUday Night 
Roberts:Nowyouaremakinga live]DanaCarveywmhelpfulget-
new movfo called Airheads. Can ting me into his skits. [lbe produc-
you tell me a liute bit about it? ers] don't want to give you all the 
Sandler: I'm in a band with air time. You have to work for it. 
BrandooFtazierandSteveBuscemi Roberts: What advice do you 
from Reservoir Dogs. He's my have for young, aspiring comedi-
brother [in the movie]. We can't get ans who may be college students? 
any ai.rplay·with our demo rapes. Sandler:Mybiggestadvice,try 
We take them to a radio sration and to be original. Don't watch too 
things get out of control One of the niany other comics, because you'll 
guys pulls a gun and we hold the start doing them. Just be yourself. 
radio station hostage. Just try to be funny from your 
It is [set] in L.A. and the whole 59ul.(pauses) 
L.A.rockscenegetsbehindus.Joe Yousee,itcomesoutofmeonce 
Mantegnaplaysthediscjockey.He and a while. I have a little bit of 
was greaL · brains. Then, I go back to being an 
Roberts: Did you write Air- idioL 
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Join the Club that Offers You More 
More Ways to Cross Train! Mqre Aerobics/ 
* Aerobics • Cardio • Weights 
· Courts • Swimming 
* Whirlpool • Steam • Sauna 
* Over 75 da.RS per week 
Two enclosed studio., 
More Hours! 
* M-Th 5:30am-Midnight 
Fri 5:30am - 10pm, 
sac and.Sun 7am--10pm 
ourtside ·._·_ 
·Racquet & Fitness Club 
6 
16 Judd Falls Road 
Across from East Hill Plaza • 277-0200 for the scinester 
. All Services held in Muller Chapel .. 
WEDNESDAY 9/15 at ·7 p.m. 
THURSDAY 9/16 at 10 a.m. & 7 p.m. 
FRlDAY9/17 at-10.a.m. 
. . -~S-~~~b~(S¢rvice_,;,t-~.P~·-:_·:. ·_ · .. ·_ · -.-:·:~ 
S~bbat ~er at 7:~~ _p.m. in~~~, D-Hall 
Rese~atio.ns for:·dinner, pl- eall 274 - ~103 
- ,-· ' .: ~'' f'• - -
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Playing hard 
Belly packs the Haunt with an eclectic performance 
By Aaron WIiiiams 
Ithacan Managing Editor 
In 1992, Tanya Donnelly (for-
merly of the Throwing Muses and 
the Breeders) broughthernew band 
to the HaunL Belly played to a more 
cwious than enthusiastic aowd. A 
few people banged their heads, yet 
for.&be-most pan, the audience was 
tepid. 
When it was announced that 
Belly would be back to the Haunt 
on Sept. 6, the response was much 
better. Tickets went fast, and on the 
night of the concert. the line outside 
the Haunt's door stretched out to 
the sidewalk. Heavy airplay on 
M1V and college radio, as well as 
a hot selling album could have been 
the reason for this response. 
Donnelly emerged from back-
stage, bathed in a yellow spotlight 
Amidst cries of ''Tanya!" from the 
jam packed floor, she broke i.-tto 
"Someone to Die For," the first 
track on Belly's debut, Star. The 
I REVIEW I 
rest of the band busted out on stage 
as Donnelly bridged into the guitar-
laden "Angel." 
Belly's touring experience paid 
off during this show, as they tried to 
keep it as tight as possible. The 
crowd, however, wanting to be as 
close to the stage as possible, kept 
crushing the lucky few in the front 
row. "Will everybody take six baby 
steps back?" Donnelly asked. 
This solved, the only other prob-
lem was the bright yellow light 
shone on her during the first two 
songs. "I feel like a deer in head-
lights," she complained. 
After the lighting and the crowd 
was under control, Belly got back 
to work. They performed a set of 
"love songs," which was very 
loosely termed. From the brooding 
soundof"WhiteBelly"totheblack 
and eerie "Gepeuo," Belly played 
anything but what is traditionally 
considered a love song. 
Most of the peq,le in the front 
seemed infatuated with Donnelly, 
as they saeamed her name every 
chance they got One fan threw up 
a necklace. Donnelly beamed, and 
said, "Thank you. Now I feel 
adorned." 
After the band left the srage, 
Donnelly came out forone last cur~ 
tain call. Doing her best uplugged 
version, she played two tunes that 
seemed to sedate the crowd. 
The opening act, the Vestrymen, 
are regular travelers up and down 
the east coast In fact, they drove 
from Portland, Maine the day of the 
concert to open for Belly. 
Vestrymen guitarist Andy Boose 
said the band only found out about 
the show the day before but decided 
to play it anyway. 
"Three years ago we played the 
Haunt with BusDriverand it wasn't 
very well attended, but it was all 
right,"Boosesaid. "Thisshowwent 
The Ithacan/Aaron Williams 
Tanya Donnally, lead singer and guitarist of Bally, )ams at the 
Haunt Performing on Sepl 6, the group played to a packed house. 
much better. Besides, I love Belly. 
It's always fun to be playing with a 
band on MTV." 
The V esttymen will soon be join-
ing Belly on television, as their 
video for the song "Backyard" will 
debut on MTV's "120 Minutes" in 
a few weeks. 
Brian Kohn contributed 10 this 
article. 
Traders-----------------
Continued from page 15 
valved with this type of work by 
going to dinne.r with one of his 
friends andaJ. Crew supplier. "We 
got to talkin', I told him a funny 
joke and our relalionship became 
solidified , " Hunt said. 
He then hired some college stu-
dents to help him with a warehouse 
sale in Syracuse. The commission 
he made allowed him lO set up his 
own s10re. Hunt decided to expand 
the business to Ithaca due to its two 
colleges and pedestrian traffic. 
Healsoalludedtoexpandingthe 
Tickets: 
$8 General Admission 
"You can't please every-
body and I haven't 
heard any complaints, 
But maybe prices are 
too low and maybe I'm 
doing something 
wrong." 
-Steven Hunt 
owner, South Bay Traders 
business to other areas of New York 
State if South Bay Traders is suc-
cessful. Although his locations are 
$5 IC Student or Alumni w/ ID 
On sale August 30, 1993 
at Ithaca College Campus Center Lobb~ 
TICKETS ALSO AVAILABLE 
AT REBOP RECORDS 
'.'\O CA \Ir.It-\:.. 
Rr.CORDl:--G Dl-.\'ICI::'; 
OR .-\LCOIIOL -\LU)\\ 1:1 l 
limited due to the mile restrictions, 
Hunt hinted that expanding to ''Ha-
waii or somewhere nice" would be 
preferable to him. 
Hunt suggested that coming 
down to South Bay Traders is worth 
the lrip, rather than wasting a lot of 
time and effon placing catalog or-
ders. "ltisacomfortableandyoung 
store. It is also a great product at a 
great price." 
South Bay Traders is located at 
110 The Commons and is open on 
Monday through Saturday from 10 
a.m. to 9 p.m. and Sunday 12 p.m. 
to6p.m. 
A.ooe.z:a -t; w rs't;e>:r 
w 5L:ml. 'i;e.d. 
No experience necessary. 
Any major can apply. 
Stop by the Ithacan office, 
Park 269, 
or call Accent Editor Kelly Rohrer 
at 274-3207. 
ITHACA COLLEGE CONCERTS 1993-94 
"INSTRUMENTAL VIRTUOSI" 
Season subscriptions available at 20 percent less than single ticket purchase prices. 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21 "A major artist with remarkable mus1ciansh1p and a world 
MANUEL IIARRUICO, guitar ,, of technique simply and consistently-awesome " 
-Los Angeles Times 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 14 "[His music) seems to grow from the soil and blossom with 
PAUL WINTER CONSORT f sounds immediately identifiable os Americana " 
-Ph,ladelphio Inquirer 
SUNDAY, JANUARY 23 "First-doss music1ansh1p and ensemble ploying of the 
SUMMIT BRASS§ highest order "-Sir Georg Solt, 
THURSDAY, APRIL 7 "The superlative ploying of the Vermeer Quartet hos to be 
VERMEER QUARTn:) heard to be believed "-Son Fronrnco Chron,cle 
Pre concert lcct'.Jrcs. bt.a.g1n al 7 30 p m 1n ford 201 Ith a co Co\lcge 
AU oerformanccs. begin al 8 15 pm 1n the Wolter B Ford Holl Aud11or1urr Ithaca .:al1eg,· 
Purchase a season subscription and be assured af having a ticker for 
each concert; single tickets may be in short supply for some concerts! 
CONVENl!:NT FREE PARKING 
$22.50 Chddren, .en1or c,1,zens llhaca College ,1uden1s fSW 00 value 
$38.50 lthoca Coll~ alumni, focuhy. Slaff, and odm,n,.lrohon 
Friends of 1"1oca College other 1/uden/1 ($48 00 voluel 
$45,00 General public IS56 00 value! 
5ca~n subscription brochures and orders availoble by writing or phoning 
lthoca College Concerti • School of Mus,c • llhoca College • 953 Donby Rood • Ithaca NY 14850 5833 • 16071 27 • 3171 
• COlUHalA ARTISTS MANAGEMENT. INC 
§ PRIMO CONCERTS. INC ITHACA ' SCOTT O MAUfY & ASSO:IATE, :, M ARTISTS. LTD 
We Deliver the fastest. Darkest Tan in Town! 
~TAN~IW~ ~ SON TANNING STUDIO ~ 
Reasonable 
Prices! 
r.-----------1 WOLFF JANNING BEDS 
I Single Facial Bed * 
1 * 5 sessions $25 
Largest Availability I Triple Facial Bed 
in town! 1 * 5 sessions $35 * 
I Four Facial Bed 
I* 5 40 * sessions 
--,.__! 27~-5598 for an appointment 
,.... (609 W. Clinton St Bring in Coupon 
Corner Rt. 13 & Clinton St 
.. 
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Crackers and kerosene 
By Jay Frank 
Ithacan Staff 
Many recordings are a roadmap of sons. 
For example. favorite albums guide the lis-
tener down a path of particular emotions or 
remembrances. such as love lost. love found 
or just a good time. 
David Lowery. former Camper Van 
Beethoven member, mapped out his path to 
party with the self-titled album debut of his 
new band Cracker. 
To avoid a stale sound, the band has just 
recently released Kerosene Hat, a recording 
which weaves through various emotions and 
swirls in directions seldom heard on the mu-
sical map. 
One of the keys to the success of this 
second release is the ability of its scores to 
outshine average pop songs. Their last al-
bum, Cracker, was chock full of great mo-
ments in songwriting, but this alone does not 
make for a great album. 
This time out, Lowery was able to tran-
scend the usual four-minute pop guideline, 
and instead write songs with extremely fluid 
chord progressions. Where pop has become 
predictable, Lowery keeps his listeners on 
their toes. 
That does not mean that Lowery has aban-
doned the pop song all together. The lead off 
single, "Low," moves along at a slow, even 
pace and the lyrics fit the mood of the song 
like a glove. A boy-meets-girl theme may not 
seem like much, but "Low" blends it together 
to make it a perfect pop song. 
Other tracks, like "Sweet Potato" (origi-
nally spelled "SweetPOlalOe'') showcase great 
guitar riffs with humorous lyrics to keep the 
mind buzzing and the mouth singing. Al-
though the catchy pop sensibilities of this 
song might have fit better on, the last record, 
the power of the song still holds together. 
"I Ride My Bike" is perhaps the finest 
song on the album. With the hook "I ride my 
Music 
REVIEW 
Cracker- Kerosene Hat 
Praduced by: Dan Smith 
1993 Virgin ~ 
The lthaean rates releases on a scale 
from 1 IO 10, with 10 being lhe best 
bike/f o take me back to you," the simplicity 
of this love song is exactly where its charm 
lies. Yet right when the ear expects more 
catchy lyrics and riffs, a three minute-plus 
experimental instrumental solo comes in. 
catching the listener completely off guard. 
This recording also marlcs Lowery's last 
recording with his current rhythm section. 
Soon after the completion of Kerosene Hat. 
both the bassist and drummer- left, leaving a 
proposed tour in the lurch. 
Kerosene Hat transcends musical bore-
dom, putting together a musical melange that 
keeps the listener interested. The change in 
the band's sound may be unexpected, but it 
certainly won't alienate the listener. 
THE ADVENTURE CONTINUES ... 
CLASS OF '94 
~~-etl~ 
1994 256 274 14850 
VALID DATES 8/93-5/94 
ITHACA COLLEGE SENIORITY HAS ITS PRIVILEGES 
SENIOR CARDS 
ON SALE SEPTEMBER 15-17 
IN THE CAMPUS CENTER 
FROM 10A.M.-2P.M. 
PRICE: $4.00 
GET DISCOUNTS ON: 
SUBWAY 
ROSEBUD 
FRANCO'S 
THE NINES 
HAL'S DELI 
THE CHARIOT 
PUDGIE'S PIZZA 
LEHIGH VALLEY HOUSE 
REDUCED ADMISSION ON SENIOR EVENTS 
Calypso 
r:Boy 
WATERFRONT 
702 Willow Ave, Ithaca, NY 
TH·URSDAY: 
· Bacardi Breezer Night 
FRIDAY: 
IC Happy Hour 4-8 p.m. 
September 9, 1993 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY: 
$1 off admission with college ID 
.SATURDAY: 
IC Blowout Party! 
t 
~~tk 
~~-
We Deliver 'Em. Hot 
277-3662 
WE DELIVER COOKIES, 
MILK,AND 
BEN & JERRY'S ICE CREAM 
TO YOUR DOOR 
Parents can send cookies 
for special occasions 
Mastercard and Visa accepted 
-----------------------------COUPON - $3.50 VALUE - COUPON 
''/· COcy. 
~ ,• .' ·-~ . . ,:/; 
FREE 
BEN & JERRY'S 
~
~.~~--- ·.t ~;... 
7.: • ,:.. 
-:: .,, -x,-,. ->ol•.: f With the purchase of a 
'/;li,·· ., ·v~ Dan'Z.Dozen or Giant Cookie 
'h. ' 
Order a Dan'Z Dozen during re~ar delivery hours and receive one (1) 
FREE pint of Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream with this coupon D~ring regular 
delivery hours: 6 p.m. to midnight EVERYNIGBT. Expires 9/30/93 
September 9, 1993 
MOVIE LISTINGS 
SEPTEMBER 10-16 
Clnemapolls 
Jacquot - Daily at 9:35 
Orlando - Daily at 7:15 
<*op- Daiy at 7:15, 9:35 
FallCreek 
2n-s11s 
272-1256 
111!=J1 ~AboutNothlng-Daity_at7:15, 9:35 
SINpl111 In S.ttlt - Daily at 9:35 
Tht Finn - Daily at 7:15 
Liu Watw For Chocolltl - Daily at 7:15 
State Theatre 273-2781 
Fortran - Daily at 5:00, 7:15, 9:30 
Hard Target- Daily at 9:30 
Heart and Souls - Daily at 5:00, 7:15 
Hoyt's Pyramid Mall 257-7611 
True Romance- Daily at 4:00, 7:00, 10:00 
Undercover Blues- Daily at 4:30, 7:30, 10:10 
The Real McCoy- Daily at 4:10, 7:10, 9:40 
Man Without a Face - Daily at 3:50, 6:50, 9: 1 o 
The Fugitive - Daily at 3:30, 6:30, 9:20 
In Thi Une of Flnt - Daily at 6:40, 9:30 
Tht Secrtt Gardin - Daily at 4:20, 7:20 
Nltdful Thing• - Daily al 9:50 
Juraulc Park - Daily at 3:40 
SAB Weekend FIims 274-3383 
Cltflhanger - Fri. at 9:30 only (campus quad) 
and Sat. at 7, 9:30 
The.Sandot- Sun. at 7:00, 9:00, 11 :00 
,-1,- ..... ._ _...._t:.ar .. ~·-
-- -- --- -----
Crossing gender lines 
Sally Potter's 'Orlando' explores role reversal 
By Margarita Rubiano 
Ithacan Staff 
Pop culture has often served as a mirror 
for changing social conventions. Currently, 
it is focusing attention on the shifting roles of 
men and women in the form of androgenous 
characters ranging from SaturdayNig ht Live' s 
"Pat" character to the Crying Game's Oil. 
The latest incarnation is the lead role in 
Sally Potter's Orlando. 
The film highlights key fragments of the 
life of the young English nobleman named 
Orlando (Tilda Swinton) which inexplicably 
spans centuries. 
The film begins with his inhertance of a 
lush estate from Queen Eliz.abeth I (Quentin 
Crisp) provided that he "never fade, never 
wither, never grow old." 
He does this and remains unchanged, lit-
erally, for about half the film. Then, in the 
eighteenth century, he wakes up to find that 
he has been transfonned into a woman. 
Upon realizing this, Orlando merely re-
marks, "Same person, no difference at all. 
Just a different sex." This nonchalance re-
flects Potter's opinion that the only actual 
distinctions between men and women are 
physical, and that the confining barriers of 
gender are only the labels imposed by soci-
ety. 
Orlando remains eternally young through-
out the next couple of decades and through 
his/her experiences explores death, love, art, 
politics, society, sex and birth, and how gen-
der affects the way in which these topics are 
viewed. 
An example is the newly female Orlando's 
rude awakening to the world of sexism via 
the literary circle of Alexander Pope, who 
regards women as dull, inferior creatures and 
makes this opinion known. 
Potter took artistic liberties with Virginia 
Woolfs novel, altering its personal love-
note meaning in favor of an updated view of 
MOVIE REVIEW 
ORLANDO 
Directed by Sally Potter 
The Ithacan rates movies on a scale 
from 1 lo 10, with 10 being the best 10 
shifting gender roles. The film bears this 
sociological critique with grace and wit. prov-
ing Potter to be an able director. She has 
steered clear of possible pitfalls with some 
intelligent decisions. 
For one, casting Tilda Swinton (Edward 
//) as Orlando. Swinton's understanding of 
the character as well as her perfectly 
androgenous face, breathe life into the role of 
Orlando. 
Almost ironically, Potter avoided the ma-
jor problem she faced in Edward ll, a recent 
highly political film about gay rights. The 
danger in making a political film is creating 
characters who are flat or distant (as in Ed-
ward JI) because the director is too wrapped 
up in making a point. 
Potter solved this with clever use of asides 
where Orlando addresses the camera directly. 
This worked wonderfully to achieve a fully 
human Orlando. 
One thing that sets the androgeny of Or-
lando apart from the Crying Game is its 
intentional lack of shock value. 
The transformation is portrayed as the 
most natural of acts, thereby relying on the 
audience's willing suspension of disbelief. 
This worlcs in the film's favor as it main-
tains its fluidity, driving the director's point 
even further. 
. All these factors, plus a keen sense of 
humor and alluring cinematography make 
Orlando truly a treat for the mind and the 
senses. 
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Fortress 
Rating: 2 
• Despite decent low-budget effects, 
this sci-fi prison flick runs through 
every cliche possible. Not even the 
biggest fans of the Highlander.series 
will be able to stomach the cro-
magnon acting of Christopher Lambert 
this time. 
The Sandlot 
Ratlng:8 
•Alight-hearted tone helps director 
David Mickey Evans push this 
whimsical tale of kids and baseball 
above the cliches of the sports film 
genre. Lots of fun is provided by a 
big, slobby dog. 
Cliffhanger 
Rating: 9 
• Sylvester Stallone returns to action 
with this slick, larger-than-ltte adrena-
line rush of a movie. Stunning 
cinematography and well-staged 
action ignite a vapid, cartoony script 
and an obligatory dastardly perfor-
mance from John Lithgow. 
Man Without A Face 
Ratlng:7 
• Mel Gibson stars as a horribly 
burned and bitter tutor to young 
newcomer Nick Stahl, and both end 
up learning about themselves. 
Although the pacing is slow, Gibson's 
directorial debut is eloquent and 
mature. 
Compiled by Garrick Dion, Brad 
Barton, and Todd Williams. 
DON'T FORGET 
TO VOTE! 
Student Government Association and 
Hall Council electi<,ns are Tuesday, 
September 14 in residence halls. 
Executive Board Positions Still Available. If interested, 
please call the Student Activities Center at 27 4-3377. 
t' Sponsored by Student Government Association 
.. 
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Ithaca College London Center 
Come to an information session: 
Thursday, September 9 • 12:10-1:05 p.m. • North Meeting Room 
Tuesday, September 14 • 7 :00-8:30 p.m. • South M~ting Room 
For an app~ication or m~r~ il)formation come to the Office of International Programs, Muller 214. _ 
Application deadline: -Friday, October .l. - -- --· - - --- - ·.-· -_::,·!;~. 
...; 
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CLASSIFIED/COMICS 
FORRENT 
'93-'94 6 Pa>pJe house 2 kitchen, 2 
bathroom, 2 living room, 6 paddng, 
laundry, $325 includes. 272-1131. 
OnE"room tm rent in four bedroom 
house adjacent to Ithaca College 
entrance, 242 Coddington Rd 272-
1489. 
Room available, 106 Fayeac SL 5 
peJSOD house. Available Sept.- Dec. 
$275/ mo. Please call Doug at 275-
8096. 
SERVICES 
PAPER CRUNCH TYPING Papers 
Resumes Applications Quick Rea-
sonable & Reliable Laser Prin:er / 
Macintosh Pick-Up / Delivery Call 
277-7583. 
Voice Lessons: Vocal and Perfor-
mance technique f<r recilals, audi-
tions, or just plain enjoymenL Call 
Gretchen at 272-8985. 
FRATS' SORORITIES 1 
ST~JE·.~ G:o~:is 
JOB OPPORTUNTIES 
EARNS500ormoreweetl.ystu.ff-
ingen-velopes at home. Send along 
SASE to: Country Living Sbop-
P"ZS, Dept. H4, PO Box 1TI9, 
Denham Spring.,,LA 70027-1779 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-
Earn up to $2.()00+-/mOnth and 
world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the 
Caribbean,etc.)Holiday ,Summt7 
andCareeremploymentavailable. 
No experience necessary. Forem-
ploymentprogramcall 1-206-634-
0468 CXL CC5231 
$10.30/HOUR 
PARTTIME 
Todistn"butefreeadveltisingpost-
ers and flyers in the Ithaca area. 
Flexible hours. Car recoounended. 
Call Dave at Metro Marketing 
(800) 798-3000. 
SPRING BREAK 94 
Earn Cash FREE Trips, and 
Year Round Travd Discounts 
through the East Coasts leader of 
Ski and Spring Break 
Destinations. 
Call Epicurean Tours Today!! 
(800) 231 -4 - FUN 
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing 
envelopes. F<X"details-RUSH$1.00 
with SASE to: GROUP FIVE, 
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307 
Dover, DE 1990 
Intemational Employment - Make 
money teaching basic conversa-
tional English abroad. Japan,, Tai-
wan, and S. Korea. Many provide 
room & board + other benefits! 
Make up IO $2000 - $4000 per 
month. No previous training or 
teaching cmificate required . F<X" 
employment program call: (206) 
632-1146 exLJ523 l 
NOTICES 
GREEKS! Q.lJBSI 
STUDENT GROUPS! 
Raise as Muell as You 
Want In One Weeki 
$100 ... $600 ... $1IOOI 
Mout ApplCa1lorw tor Citibank 
VIIA, MCI, IIAIII, AMOCO etc. 
Cal IOI your FIii T •IHllrT and to 
quOlty IOf Pllll 1U' to MtV 
ll'IIING IIIIEAK '9,. 
cal 1-IQO.fU-OIZI. ext. 61. 
ITHACAN CLASSIFIEDS 
l.SENDTO: 
The Ithacan 
Parle Cmmmmications 
953 Danby Road 
Ithaca College 
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 
2.DROPOFF: 
At the Ithacan Office 
Parle Communications 
Room269 
IF YOU LIVE ON CAMPUS 
The Ithacan 
Park Communications 
(Care of Campus Mail) 
DEADLINE: 
Monday before 5:00 pm lO insure 
publication on the following 
Thursday. 
PERSONAL: BUSINESS: 
$4 00 ti th fir t 15 ds $2.00 for the first 15 words, 
· or e s wor ' $ 10 ti h dd' · l d $.10 for each additional word. · or eac a iuona wor · 
NAME: _____________ _ 
ADDRESS:---------------
PHONE NUMBER: ____________ _ 
DATES TO RUN: ____________ _ 
MESSAGE: 
Raise as Much• You 
Want In 0-W-1 
$100 ... $600 ... $1500! 
Market Applic.ations for the 
hottest aedlt card ever-
NEW CM MASTERCARD. 
Users eam BIG DISCOUNTS 
on CM CARSI Qualify for FREE 
T-5HIRT & '94 CMC JIMMY. 
Wrr ffl\JND THE ft-J:S 
W)t}J 
Cal 1-800-950-1039, ext. 75. 
---.. . 
-. 
. 
MOSES MOUNTAIN 
e Baja Go-Kart Rental 
e Horseback Riding 
e Hayrides 
Boarding 
Horse ~ 
Sales .. 
BAJA GO-KART RENTAL 
• Year 'Round Fun and Excitement 
• Even in the Snow 
• On 50 Acre Track with Rolling Hills 
and Curves 
HORSEBACK RIDING 
• Private Personalized Tours 
Through 8,000 Acres of Cross-
Country Trails 
• Horses for Beginners, 
Intermediates and Advanced 
Riders Available 
• Qualified and Friendly Tour Guides 
HAYRIDES 
• Bonfires• Picnic Areas 
• Call for Information and Reservations 
MOSES MOUNTAIN 
Moravia• 315-497-3412 
.. Olwy:,c51111U11tomllllCI 
lodl In e. Yellow Paga, under alibi• 
ACROSS 
1 Cost 
6 Snakes 
10 Russ. sea 
14 Poe's bird 
15 Persian title 
16- Lisa 
17 Happening 
18 In one's nght 
mind 
19 Uncle's wife 
20 Bothered 
22 Girl 
24 Lab animal 
25 Join together 
26 High regard 
TOWNHOUSES / APTS. 
FOR RENT '93 - '94 
• 3-4 BEDROOMS 
• DISHWASHER, WASHER/DRYER 
IN EACH UNIT 
• 
• LOTS OF PARKING 
• PRIME LOCATION 
• PLEASANT LIVING 
CONDITIONS 
CALL 
273•6142 
.BETWEEN 1-9 P.M. 
THE Crossword 
30 Russ. mountain 
range 
31 Erect 
32 Giving to telling 
tales 
37 Notice of debt 
38 - Park, Colo. 
39 Family member 
40 Ocean liner 
42 Liquid measure 
43 Words of 
understanding 
44 Impede 
45 Deeply affected 
49 Arthur of TV 
50 Pres. -G. 
Harding 
51 Land facing 
street 
56 Celebes ox 
57 Solicitude 
59 Certain 
fisherman 
60 Give money to 
use 
61 Gen. Robert -
62 Subterfuges 
63 Existence 
64 Plant producer 
65 Boutique 
DOWN 
1 Kind of school 
2 Fine review 
3 Singer Burl 
4 Small value coin 
5 Went in 
6 Item of value 
7 Food fish 
8 Peter-
~ Defeats soundly 
10 Accumulate 
11 Awaken roughly 
12 - Oakley 
13 Not now 
21 Sheep 
23 "- lang syne" 
25 Move slowly 
26 Abates 
27 Man's attire 
28 Floor cover 
29 A Fitzgerald 
30 Loosen 
32 Pale 
33 Leave out 
34 Cheerio 
35 Part of USA: 
abbr. 
36 Fat 
38 Perfumes 
41 Small amount 
42 Horseshoe 
throws 
44 Vintage car 
45 Low marshy 
land 
46 Neck adornment 
of horses 
4 7 Golf clubs 
48Swap 
49 Kind 
51 Gratis 
52 German: abbr. 
53TOO 
54 Actor Will -
55Gaelic 
58 Beer 
relative 
"- 1993 Tribune Media Services Inc 
All A1gh1s Reserved 
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"I dunno, Andy .... Mom said we were never to go near 
the old Sutter place." 
Back home in his native India, Toomba tells and retells 
the story of his daring escape from the Cleveland Zoo. 
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Septemlter ,. 1993 
Athlete of the Week 
- Tom CoNnza 
Cosenza, who is a senior haH back 
for the men's soccer 
team and is from -
Rockville Centr~. 
was named 
tournament MVP of 
the Sunl<ist Kickoff 
Classic. Cosenza 
had two assists in 
the 6--1 win over 
Green Mountain. 
Last year he recieved 1992 all-region 
second team award from the National 
Soccer Coaches Association of 
America. 
Notables 
• Last weekend, junior outside hitter 
Lisa Black was named to the all-
tournament team at the Baldwin-
Wallace volleyball Invitational. Over the 
whole tournament, Black paced the 
team with 48 kills. Black, from Corning, 
scored 14 kills in the first loss to 
Baldwin-Wallace, had 12 kills in the 
comeback win over Adrian and then in 
the win over York, Black scored 12 kills. 
Lastly, in the quarterfinals win, she led 
the team with 1 O kills. 
• hhaca played at the Sunkist Kickoff 
Classic and had four players named to 
the all-tournament team -- senior 
midfielder Kyle Kusz, junior midfielder 
Ian Palal&f', sqphomore midfielder Jeff 
Sallade-'and sophomore·goalkeeper Eric 
Pepper. Sallade scored two goals in the 
6-1 defeat of Green Mountain. These 
were the first goals of his college career. 
Last year, Pepper was the starting 
goalie with an 8-7 record and Kusz, who 
played in 17 games, scored one goal 
and one assist. 
Game of the Week 
Football 
Ithaca vs. Albany, 
Saturday, Sept.11 
1:30 p.m. 
The Bombers, who were ranked third 
In the Sports Illustrated Division 111 
preseason poll, start the season on 
Saturday with Its 18th matchup against 
Al>any. llhaca leads the series 12-5, and 
last year Ithaca crushed Albany 51-7 while 
racking up 358.yards rushing. IC has a fl~e 
game wining streak against the Great _ 
Danas. Albany has scored a touchdown or 
lea In all five maellngs. Ithaca la 17-9 in 
home openers under.Coach Jim 
Bullerflald.. llhaea has played Albany in 1 O 
oUhelaat.11 ieaonopeners and has a 7-
3 record. The Borri>enl lost aank>r AII-
Amlrlcan Jeff Wltlman and 1l6ack Jeff -
~ IC alto h• a new qusterback In 
Nn1or Ron Snilh: Buttarfield enters the 
aeaon with 200 wins. 
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SPORTS 
Bomber hibernation is over 
Football season begins with home opener against Al}?any 
By Jonathan Whltbourne 
Ithacan Contributor 
The month of September has arrived; the 
leaves are changing colors, the air is becom-
ing cool, and the Ithaca College Bombers 
football team has awoke from its summer 
sleep. 
The Bombers open their '93 season on 
Sept. 11 against the Great Danes of Albany 
State at Jim Butterfield Stadium. Although 
the Bombers trounced the Danes last year by 
ascoreof51 to 7, headcoachJimButterfield 
said he is not ignoring the challenge ahead. 
"Who are they? Who are we? Who is 
Albany? Who is Ithaca?" Butterfield said in 
a philosophical manner. "We can not allow 
ourselves to live in the past This is a new 
season and we must prove ourselves.once 
again and not take Albany lightly." 
The Great Danes finished their '92 season 
with a 6-4 record and have the luxury of 
returning fifteen starters from last season. 
Albany State's head coach Robert Ford said, 
"We have enough kids returning that are 
proven-perfonners to be successful." 
Albany assistant coach Peter Lembo said 
he believes it works to the Great Danes ad-
vantage to play Ithaca early in the year. "By 
playing Ithaca early, the injury factor is less 
of a factor," Lembo said. "Fewer people are 
hurt and that allows a team like ours that does 
not have a lot of depth to beat teams like 
Ithaca or Springfield." 
Last year the Bombers were able to accu-
mulate 358 yards rushing against the Great 
Dane defense. However, this year the Bomber 
offense is without All-American runninp; back 
Jeff Whitman and tailbackJeff Adams. Ithaca 
will look to fill these voids -with senior run-
ning backs Todd Konick and Mike Murtha. 
Butterfield has also named senior Ron Smith 
as his starting quarterback for Saturday. "I 
have a lot of confidence in Ron. He has three 
years of experience, is knowledgeable about 
1993 Ithaca College Football 
week 1: tthaca Bombers vs. SIIIY-Albany Great Danes 
Time: 1 :30 p,m. 
Place: Jim Butterfield Stadium, Ithaca College 
THE SERIES 
In 1992: Ithaca 51, Abany 7 
During the 300th victory in IC football history, 
the Bombers rolled over the Great Danes in the 
biggest blowout of the 1992 campaign. Outstand-
ing performers included: running backJeff Wlltman, 
who rushed for 143 _yards and two touchdowns on 
16 carries. Quarterback Joe F~zgerald passed for 
77 yards. Defensively, Mark Phalen made 10 tack-
ies, while Tim Allen recorded eight stops. 
Ithaca leads aeries 12·5 
the game, and reads defenses well," 
Butterfield said. 
Albany Statealsolostmanyoftheiroffen-
sive weapons to graduation, such as running 
back Mike Imperato and wide receiver Joe 
Valerio. However, quarterbackJanLaap, who 
threw for 1,196 yards and 12 touchdowns last 
seasdn is returning. 
Lembo said Albany also has an excep-
tional receiver corps, including Larry Marin 
and Andy Shrine, who will provide plenty of 
excitement for the Great Danes. Lembo de-
scribes his quarterback as "an incredibly ca-
pable player who can read defenses and has a 
strong ann." Laap had the highest comple-
tion rate in the division last season. 
Butterfield hopes to use extraordinary 
depth on defense to play as many men as 
possible. "A kid who comes to practice every 
day works hard and dedicates his time and his 
heart to practice should be allowed to play as 
much as the next guy." Butterfield said he is 
also proud of the fact that 55 of his 90 players 
last year received varsity letters. 
THE OPPONENT 
Head Coach: Robert Ford (20 years, 123-82) 
1992 Record:~ 
Starters Returning: 15 [7 olfense/8 defense) 
Key Players: Jaan Laap, Sr,, OB; Chris Rosello, Jr., 
RB; Scott Turrin, Sr., OL; Larry Martin, Sr., WR; 
Travis Miller, Sr., S; Jeff Emerson, So, DE 
Starters Lost: 9 (6 oflense/3 defense) 
Colors: Purple and Gold 
Affiliation: NCAA Division Ill 
The Great Dane defense has eight return-
ing starters and Lembo said he feels ex-
tremely confident about their ability. "We 
are more of a mature rerun," Lembo said. "I 
believe our maturity will help us capitalize 
on offensive mistakes." Albany State will 
look to senior safety Travis Miller and senior 
linebacker Gino Ciascheui for experience 
and big plays. Ciaschetti was nruned Albany's 
Most Valuable Special Teams Player last 
season, while MIiler compiled 85 tackles, 
finishing second on the team. 
Butterfield said he is very optimistic about 
the Bomber's chances on Saturday. "I'm a 
positive guy. I like our chances against Al-
bany and I like our chances in the division. I 
have learned that if you think you can do it-
you will, but if you think you can't - than 
you never will." 
Lembo, however, is equally positive about 
his team's chances. "We are optimistic,' he 
said. "I believe playing Ithaca first is a great 
challenge for us and a chance to beat a tradi-
tionally great football program." 
Women shut out Saxons 4-0 
By Heather Scarritt 
hhacan Contributor 
The Ithaca College women's soccer team 
scored its second shut out of the seasdn 
yesterday to boost its record to 2-0. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Empire Athletic Association (EAA) rival 
Alfred University once again proved them-
selves an inferior team, losing 4-0 - their 
ninth consecutive loss to the Bombers. 
Ithaca dominated offensively, scoring its 
first goal 1:13 into the game. Co-captain 
Kristin Kaupang tallied the goal that was 
assisted by freslunan Melanie Jories. 
"Getting the first goal, in the first minute 
or so,smtofpumpedeverybody upand lhey 
worbdharder," saidheadcoachPa&Fanner. 
Sophomore Jeanine Bleau. scored tbe sec-
ond goal in the first half with 34:~1 left. 
Kaupang assisted on that goal. 
The Bombrn went inlo halftime with a 
twogoid1~1Ddcmneoutlookingformae. 
Less than five minutes into die second half, 
senior MelanitiHuss tallied the Bcmbers' 
third' goat._ Co-captain.Megan Collins as-
sisted Huss on that goal. 
The Bombers' fourth and final goal was 
scored by freshman Maureen Frayler with 
8:50 left in'tbe game. 
"We were real happy with Maureen. She 
came to tho-walk-on try outs and she wasn't r, 
·- -'-e•'inviled.tiaclc: She walked ori"ten days ::.;.:.=--------- .....,___ The hhacan/Oave Slurzburg 
-,}:agomhJeps in her first game ~d'~ a 
goa.t_~d_pb)yed with a lot of composure," I~ senior J~nn_ Guy~r (In w~lt~) pursu~ Alfred's Catharina Dugan. 
Faimer said. , - -, - s1vely, dommaung with a~bdcore ~ns1st- together," said Farmer. . 
Junior goalkeeper Emily Johnson p_laye<l : ing~fKaupang, Hussandsenio~le'n_lJGuyer Fanner said h~ 1as p~_with the per-
the'bulkofthe game iii net blocking-all~, and Susan Condelli.'"That little foursome in formance of the:teal)l-_~ looks. optimisti-
of Alfred'~ shots. - lhe middle of the fieJ,d has obviously played cally upon the chQllenge of the- upcoming 
_ - --Fanner said the team is strong off en- for three and four years so their part here- is week. -... , -· - , 
.. 
"" 
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Kickoff tournament_ a classic·: TeameffortleadS-tO 
second tournament title 
By Jennifer Sallzglver 
Ithacan Contrl>utor 
The men's soccer am bad a 
marvelom start to lheirregular sea-
son this patweebndattbeSunkist 
Kickoff Clmic Toumament held 
at Rowan College. The Bombtn 
captured the tournament title for 
the second time - the first being 
back in 1988. 
MEN'S SOCCER 
In the final game, Itlua was 
matched wilhRowan,tbe9thranked 
team in the most recent national 
poll for Division m soccer. The 
Bombels scored a huge upset over 
Rowan, 2-1 in overtime.Senior Ja-
sonDovedidnotplayinthetouma- one of the top teams in their re- .. Pepperwasbrilliant,hekeptusin Bymesaidtbenextbiggamefor 
ment because of a leg injury suf- gioo," be said the final game, .. Reynolds said. the Bombers is 11m Sabaday at 
ftmi in practice. In the semi-finals, the Bombers Awarded the most valuable U~ of Rocbeslet. Accard-
In the first half, Matt Tartaglia defeated Green Mountain by the player awatd was senior ina- IO,Byme. "It will be a 11:NJgb 
scared at 20:43 asmsted by Todd score of 6-1. Sophomore Jeff defenaemanTomCosenza, wbobad game, Ibey n trwlitiaaally a fflY 
Stephen. Thirteen minutes later, Salladescoredtwogoalstoleadthe two assists. Also selected ID the good tauD and we·will-bcplaying 
Rowan tied the game at one. Both Bombers. The Bombers woo bolh team were Ian Palmer and Sallade. onas1JO-bllf wbicb imbait hard." 
teams lhco played a scoreless sec- games without the help of senior Also putting in a good J)Clfor- · Sallade. .,_,iap)ayingmidfield. 
ond half and first overtime. The Jason Dove who did not play in the mance was freshman newcomer, imtad of bis usual polilim m lbe 
gamewhminggoalcamc when jun- tournament because of a leg injury MikeResau. Byrne was very happy defense said be is very happy with 
im Ian Palma scored in the second suffend in practice. wilh Resau's pt.rformance. "Mite • bis new role. "I like my new posi-
ovenime. Palmer was asmsied by The men ended the 10urnament hadanincrediblesecondhalfintbe tionalolbeUlcr:hesaid."lamnow 
sophomore Todd Stephen. with four players being selected to cbampimship game," he said. "I more involved in offense." 
Head coach Andy Byrne said the All-Tournament Team. Goalie didn'tfeelheplayedwellooSatlU'- Tanaglia said the victory is a 
the game has extta importance. "It Eric Pepper was selected after hav- . day or in die first haJf on Sunday. step in the right direction. "The 
was an important game for us be- ingtwoterrificgameped'onnances He ~Y turned it on in the over- tournament was a great stmt and 
cause later on in the seasm that - he had fourteen saves and two time. It was an incredible game just 8llOlher step to our goal to win 
game will look better and better wins. Sophomore Ross Reynolds from lhat point on. He was a man our league and participate in the 
because Rowan will end up being said Pepper played ttemendously. with a mission." NCAA toumamen~" he said. 
Bombers upset Div. I foe Prepping for the season 
By Glenn Roth 
Ithacan Staff 
presslD'C. "I was a little nervous at 
first But then I blocked evezything 
else out and did what I had to do," 
The Bombers season opener she said. 
started off with a bang as they Accordingtoher,shetriedbeat-
stunned Division I Colgate, 2-0 ing the goalie on the right side. "I 
yesterday. · aimed it right Not really sure it 
FIELD HOCKEY 
"It says a lot to beat a Division I 
team. It really boosts OID' confi-
dence," freshmen attack Marie 
Kelly said. 
Ithaca got two second half goals 
-oneeachfromseniordefensernan 
Denise Guglielmo and Kelly. Se-
nior goalie Karen Hollands stopped 
16 Red Raider shots to earn the 
shutouL 
Guglielmo scored on a penalty 
stroke when a Colgate defensive 
player was called for kicking the 
ball. Guglielmo said she felt the 
went lhat way, but I knew it went 
in," Guglielmo said. 
For Kelly. it was her first colle-
giate game. '.'I was very nervous 
about starting in my first college 
game," she said. Kelly was over-
joyed when she deflected sopho-
more Megan Moran's pass into the 
net for a goal. 
"I was ecstatic. It made me feel 
very good," Kelly said. 
Last Saturday head coach Doris 
Kostrinsky got a chance to get a 
goodlookatallofherplayeisagainst 
solid competition in the 20th an-
nual Varsity-Alumni game. 
Hair Design & Tanning Salon_ 
at Rogan 's Comer 
277-TANS (277-8267) 
Closest to I.C.! CU~&.! 
COLOR~ 
PE.RM ANO HAIR COLOR CARI:. 
9 SIX?d 
Kostrinsky agreed it was a game 
to find the right pieces to the puzzle. 
"Yes, it was, but the puzzle is not 
tolally fit," she said. 
Freshmen centerhaltbflckJaime 
Lees and freshmen attack Sara 
Bresnick, whohadsixshotsongoal, 
im~ Kostrinsky. "I thought 
Lees did very well and Bresnick 
showed a great deal of poise for a 
freshmen," she said. 
Lees was just happy to receive 
playing time "I was excited to get a 
lot of playing time. I'll keep play-
ing my hanlest to earn the posi-
tion," she said. 
"I tried to play my best as every-
one else did," Bresnick said. She 
said she still needs IO _improve. "I 
have thespeedandokay stick-work. 
I have to work oo shooting offen-
sively and trying to get the ball in 
the net," Bresnick said. 
DBCIIIIII DICIIIOII 
,, . •••••• 
Come to the I.C. Health Center for: 
safe sex information, medical testing &-treatment of 
sexually transmitted diseases, mv, ~d birth control. • i 
i 
i 
FOR APPOINTMENTS OR MORE INFORMATION, l 
CALL 274-3177 i 
-·· 
.i1 , ! H .~: m·l'IILla,~CI ........... 
--· -----·. ·-...... -·:,·~t ' .;:,r'.... ~--i:·.:-.,,.._..,__ . - . ' . . ..-~-· ("it•' :1;- _;.£ ·~ 
~.,, - . . _.. ~ ·... ~. - , .,, . ... "• I ' ' 
.., • •I.,• ...... ., ,4 
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By Chris Corbelllnl 
Ithacan Contributor 
The Ithaca College men's 
cross country team spent their 
Labor Day weekend nmning in 
a low-key alumni race on cam-
pus. From this point on, the 
Bomberswillfaceonly tougher 
intercollegiate squads. 
CROSS COUNTRY 
However, if this weekend's 
ped'ormance is any indication, 
Coach Jim Nichols' squad could 
repeat their success they have 
. had in the past during early sea-
son competition. 
All but one of the returning 
runners who competed in last 
year's alwnni meet had better 
finishing times lhis year. Nichols 
said he was most impressed with 
junior Ryan Murphy, who 
showed distinct improvement 
from previous seasons by run-
ning a 17:04, placing sixth over-
all. "Ryansteppeditupabit,you 
. can tell he trained and got stron-
ger over the summer," he said. 
Murphy was not the only 
bright perfonnanceof theday,as 
seniors Michael Mulligan and 
Steve Mathias placed second and 
fourthovmllwithtimesof 15:55 
and 16:42 respectively. 
Thewinnerof theAlwnniRun 
was alumnus Sean Livingston, a 
past All-American all~ Col-
lege. · 
Livingston aossed the tape 
with a time of 1~:47. 
Erfd Of Season 
-SALE 
.. :If you're taking one of 
· .. .lllese .. testa,,lake 
~---- fbf ..•• teach 
~:Y-Olt~---w.tiat ihe 
:·.:1e.- nvera-and~w 
~ ;·;i~u_-jtie::tNt~~ >',:·~--~:_,.~~~~ 
. --.• .,.,...., beat. No 
' ' - \_ •• ' ' ' ~ • • ... • •f ' • 
,- oMteslieli,outo 
·-- . ....._._llke-,i-..,Jest 
~~·-·illiilienr~·111an 
;Kapiiin. For~ Infor-
mation call 
- 277-3307 • 
127 w~ State-st. 
l_lbaca, NY 14850 
• • •"• • • • • • • • I ; 
. .............. •. -_.,. .. • ~-~~:.---.-e-- ..__,_ .. ,. .... ...,.,,._ .. ~-----·•-__.......,.,,._ ... -
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After victorious beginning, 
darkness falls on netters 
By Jeff J~kson 
Ithacan Contributor 
The Ithaca women's tennis team 
stumbled on Wednesday, after 
slffloting out of the gates quickly to 
begin their 1993 campaign. The 
Bombers dropped a 7-0 decision to 
Division I Colgate, in a contest that 
saw the final two doubles matches 
posq,oned due to darkness. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
First year head coach, Polly 
Hayes, knew that her team was in 
fora tough match going in. "Colgate 
is tough," she said earlier in the 
week. '"They have the ability to 
recruit very heavily." 
Hayes did make quite a debut 
last weekend as her Bombers cap-
tured its first two Empire Athletic 
Association matches. Ithaca de-
feated SL Lawrence for the first 
time since 1978, on Friday, with a 
5-4 win, and triumphed again on 
Sunday, as they blanked Hartwick, 
9-0. 
Freshman Ilyse Frisch and 
sophomore Harriet Cohen both 
pulledoutthreesetsinglesmatches, 
at the number three and four slots, 
before teaming up at number two 
doubles to seal the match with an 0-
6, 6-4, 6-3 win. 
Senior co-captains Julie Yan1co 
and Yael Levy also scored a huge 
win at the nwnber one doubles po-
sition, as they defeated the 1992 
National Rplex Tournament 
Doubles Champions 3-6, 6-0, 6-1. 
Senior Kelly Gaughan was also vic-
torious at the number five singles 
position. 
Hayes was extremely happy with 
the manner in which her team 
opened the season. "Everyone 
played like I hoped they'd play by 
the end of the season," she said. 
"They all played great" 
On Sunday, the Bombers trav-
eled to Hartwiclc and dominated 
both the singles and doubles com-
petition. Yanko, Levy, Frisch, and 
Cohen were all double winners, as 
was Gaughan, who teamed with 
Heather Umen at third doubles. Kara 
Grimaldi was also victorious at the 
sixth singles spot 
Hayes said she was pleased with 
her teams' composure, as they came 
off the big win over St. Lawrence. 
"There were no let downs in our 
level of play," she said. ••1 was im-
pressed with how tough the team 
played mentally." 
Runners: purely perfection 
. By Bridget O'Brien 
Ithacan Contnbutor 
· The Ithaca College women's 
cross countty team staned its sea-
son off with a perfect score of fif-
teen against the Ithaca College 
Alumni on Sawrday, Sept. 4. 
· CROSS COUNTRY 
Coach Adrien Scott said the var-
sity whitewashed the alumni run-
neis, who finished up with a score 
of fifty points. 
With a time of 20.04 senior 
Gloria Hill took first place, earning 
five points for the team. Hill was 
pleased with her time, as it was 
eight seconds faster than her per-
formance last year on Ithaca's 
course. "I tried to concenttate on 
running relaxed and easy, as there 
was no one to run with. The guys 
were too far ahead and the girls 
followed behind [me]." 
Coming in at second place.with 
fourpoints,wasseniorMoiraStrong 
at21.56. Strong, whoisjustreturn-
ing to the team after a two year 
break, said she is happy to be run-
ning again, even though she de-
scribed the course as a hard trail. 
'The times might have been a little 
slower than usual due to all the 
hills," she said. "But. I felt pretty 
good running my first race since 
freshman year. I'm looking forward 
to the rest of the season." 
Michelle Belanger finished 
earned three points for the Bomb-
ers. The first freshman to cross the 
end line on Saturday was Beth 
Saxton with an eleventh place fin-
ish time of 24.06. 
The team's first competitive 
meet will be Sept. 18 at Oswego. 
The 
Ultimate 
fitness 
Club 
17 ,ODO sq. feet of the most 
extensive facilities in Ithaca 
Aerobics - including many 
step classes 
Sixteen Stairmasters 
Completely Equipped Free 
Weight Area 
Eight Quinton Treadmills 
The Gravitron 
The Amazing Treadwall 
Nautilus - Cybex - Lifecycles 
and Much More 
Plus 
No Initiation Fee 
Unlimited use of facilities 
Money back guarantee 
THE ITHACAN 2S 
The Ithacan/Gregory DiBernardo 
Catherine lu (left, In white} attempt to block Liza Vaccarl's (11) shot 
Spikers overcome Hartwick 
By Sarah Beall 
Ithacan staff 
The Ithaca College volleyball 
squad overcame nervousness 
caused by its home opener to defeat 
Hartwick 15-6, 15-7, 15-5 yester-
day. 
VOLLEYBALL 
"It was a little nerve racking 
with such a big crowd and being our 
first home game," head coach Janet 
Grzymkowski. 
Junior Lisa Black, who led the 
team with eight kills, said the large 
crowd added to the fun of the vic-
tory. "It was fun because there were 
a lot of people here," Black said. 
"We did things we couldn't have 
done at a bigger meet." 
Juniors Melissa Kryz and Tracy 
Swyers each added-six kills during 
the match. 
While Hartwick proved to be a 
relatively easy match, Black said 
she was impressed with their play. 
FREE! 
"I have to give Hartwick a lot of 
credit," she said. "They have im-
proved a lot for it only being their 
third year playing." 
Last weekend's tournament had 
the Ithaca College volleyball team 
in top fonn. The Bombers ended up 
in the semi-finals, playing six 
games. 
"It was a good test for us early in 
the season," Grzymkowski said. 
"We came back to Ithaca knowing 
we have some things to work on to 
improve our performance." 
Grzymkowski said Black had an 
excellent tournament. Black put 
down 14 kills in the Bombers' first 
match against Baldwin-Wallace and 
another 12killsin the in the squad's 
12-15, 15-2, 15-5victoryoverYork. 
Black was named to the all-tourna-
ment team for her play in the two-
day event. Black, though, would 
not take all of the credit. "Making 
the all-tournament team couldn't 
have happened without the other 
five players on the court," she said. 
Check Us Out! Come On Down For A 
Free Trial Workout! 
·Mon.-Thurs. 6:00am to 9:30pm • Fri. - 5:00am to 8:30pm 
Sat. - 9:00am to 6:00pm • Sun. - 9:00am to 5:00pm 
Presenting Wayne Canney 
Singer, Songwriter, Guitarist 
. 119 Third St -272-8779 
Tonight, September 9, 1993 
9:00 p.m. in The Coffeehouse 
!1 \ 
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Looking to erase bad memories: ~!:~:fi!~~ ~fu:t 
By Aaron Hugo 
Ithacan Contributor 
For headcoachJim Johnston the 
beginning of lhe 1993 fall golf sea-
son cannot start soon enough. 
After a disappointing spring last 
year, in which inclement weather 
only allowed the Bombers to par-
ticipate in one duel match, coach 
Johnston said bis cmrent team is 
the best he has bad since he arrived 
atlthacaCollegeasheadcoachfive 
years ago. 
"I'm really excited about lhis 
team," Johnston said. "This is lhe 
strongest team I've had since I've 
been here". 
Johnstonsaidhecanconfidendy 
say lhis because of his strong core 
of players led by senior co-captains 
Ian Breen and Jonathan Cupp. Also 
figuring into lhe mold of the team 
are juniors Josh Footer and Jeff 
Herbst and sophomore Dave Batt, 
who is returning to the links from a 
season on lhe baseball diamond. 
Johnston also is looking to Greg 
Howson and Brian Colella to step 
up on Friday as Ithaca tees up its 
1993 schedule in the Elmira Invita-
tional held at lhe Elmira Country 
Club. 
Tomorrow's Elmira Invitational 
will feature all eleven of the team 
members. Based on their personal 
perfonnances at lhe Invitational, 
lhe roster will be set the roster for 
the matches over lhc weekend at 
Cornell and Colgate. Formats for 
fall golf pit five players in 
invitationals wilh lhe four best 
scores being counted and six play-
ers in duel matches wilh the top five 
scores being recorded. 
Team member and senior co-
captain Jonathan Cupp said he · 
shares bis coaches high expecta-
tions. "We have some solid players 
and everyone is playing well in 
practice, but you don't know until 
you get into lhe matches," Cupp 
said. . 
Johnston said he believes that 
for two years he has seen this team 
fonning and now is the time for 
them to peat. "I would swprised if 
Coac:11: Jim Johnston (18-14 since 
· 1989) 
Kif Lall: Marc Feocco 
_:Gollll'I Rttumlng: Ian Breen.Sr., 
~- Jonahln Cl4Jr),sr., Josh Fooa, .k'., Jeff 
. Herbsl,.k'.,MallPalrlck,Jr.,BrlanGeri'lg, 
. So .. OM Jones.So. 
Haml COll'II: Rcbeft Trent Jones Golf 
C<lna at Comell Uri'lersily. 
the ream didn't go undefeated in top twenty five percent in all their 
every duel match and isn't in the invitationals," Johnston said. 
Unofficial season leads to permanentpositions 
By Matt Yale 
Ithacan Contributor 
Although lhe Ithaca College fall 
baseball season is unofficial, it is 
more imponant than it might seem. 
BASEBALL 
Coach: George Valesente (431 ~ 16.1 
snce 1979) 
1992-31111101'1: 32- 10 
Kl'# Lalllll: Pm Pedone, cameron 
Smith, Kevin Fanel, Mke Saa:cmanno, 
Chad Kol>, Joe 8RMTI 
Slatn Rabmng: Mile SanlDra, Sr., 
'Vk:Leon,Sr.,JeffGfiler, Sr.,JonMoores, 
Jr., Joe Wilson, Jr., Pau Hist.Jr. 
Heme COlnl: Freeman Field 
Coach George Valesentesaidhe 
needs this time to evaluate his play-
ers so that when lhemore important 
spring comesarmmd,hehasanidea 
where the pieces will fit together. 
These pieces include which players 
will make up lhe varsity squad and 
where lhey will be playing. By lhe 
end of the fall season, Valesente 
hopes to have a betta' idea of what 
the 1994 Bomber squad will look 
like. 
Coach Valesente lost nine se-
niors from last years team. All-
American third basemen Paul 
Pedone graduated and the Detroit who bit .311, and scc:ond basemen 
Tigers drafted starting pitcher and co-captain Chad Kolb. Left 
Cameron Smilh in the third round fielderGeoffMandile, whohit.415 
of the amateur draft. The Bombers and knocked in 42 runs, is now 
also lost right fielder Joe Brown, servingasanstudentassistanl~h 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF AND YOUR PARTNER • • 
• • 
• PROTECTION AGAINST SEXUALLY • 
• TRANSMI'ITED DISEASES (STDs) • • • 
• • 
• Condoms are available at the Ithaca College • 
• Health Center Medication Room • • • 
• 6 for $1.00 • 
• During regular clinic hours 8am to 4pm • • • 
• • 
for the football team but might re-
turn to lhe diamond fm- the spring 
season.· 
Valesente said there are several 
returning pitchen dial should help 
form the saarting rowion. Junior 
rigbt•banders Chris Dedrick (3-0) 
and Jon Moores (4-1) should bolh 
find their way into the starting rota-
tion. Moores pitched for the Ilbaca 
I..akets lhis past summer. Senior 
Michael SanlDla is expected to re-
turn after rehabilitating. his surgi-
cally·repaired arm. F.d Mahoney. 
who won eight games 1ast season, 
will spend die fal,l ticking' for the 
Bomber football squad but will re-
turn to the baseball field in the 
spring. 
Jeff Geller retmns to bolsttt the 
offense in centerfi~ eftr.r bitting 
. . . . • - . ' -- . /l 
• CASHISACCEPfABLE • 273-4443 257-2515 
• • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ewery-e11•na 
ForYour Room! 
...... Bamboo Blinds 
Wan. . --· ,' ,•,... ~-. -: .. : }'\ .::_ . 
.415 with 14 bomeruns as ajunior. 
Another senior, Vic Leon is also 
backafterbiuing.371 with35RBis. 
Steve Goldberg will return as the 
designated hitttr after sporting a 
323 average. Two juniors will also 
be returning to their Slarting posi-
tions. Paul Hirst will be handling 
thecarcbing duties-and Joe ~ilsoo 
loots to return as the fiat buemen 
after hitting .347 wilh 41 runs hal-
ted in. 
After finishing 32-10 last~-
SOD, including 8 trip 10 the College 
World Series, Ithaca hopes~ con-
tinue its winning tradition. 
Valesente said lhll with a 181ented 
group of playen be ~ lookil:lg for-
want to anotbei'~. 
"The team accomplished a lol last 
sea,on and I hope it will continue." 
.AIRLINE TICKETS 
. , ·, AT AIRPORT PIJICES ,;,-
• LOWEST-STUDENT FARES 
• PASSPORT &-VISA INFO . 
•CHARTER FLIGHTS . 
• EURAIL PASSES 
OPEN: MON-FRI 9 AM - 5 PM 
SAT10AM-2PM 
··=-·(% 
Available in matchstick or tortoiseshell 
From $U.9S 
...... 100 % Cotton Tapestries and Rugs 
Made in lndia ... perfect for wall hangings. 
bedspreads. and curtains 
Stu~ents with two qualities: 
From $14.9S 
...... Rice Paper Lanterns 
Assorted Colors and Sizes 
From $4.9S 
...... Waterbeds 
Mattresses and Heaters 
From$S9.9S 
...... PLUS .... mugs. incense. bulletin 
boards, student planners. candles. 
shower caddies. stationery. 
Beayis&Butthead. and hundreds of 
posters and frames! 
! · ,,,....· .f Sh:;ilimc1r 
S:1alimar i :. 1 · :.i1 
DinvnttJWll on The Coinii,,i,t.'i. · .. 
open ewryday . 273-793,9 
fl 
B 
fl desire to .Wtite 
fl love of .-m . 
~f you qualify, or even if y()u~_d,9g'~t.bu.t:,tiU }Vant t.~ 
write spons, . stop by Th~ __ l~!t-,~)-·PaJtk ·UaJr~69·· or call 
~!4-~32P7:aod.askfor-spons ed1,o~ Br1an,.;Kohn~ -· ... --
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I . ··IthacanSports._.BY THE. NUMBERS 
BOMBER SCOREBOARD THE WEEK AHEAD 
Septembers Friday, SepL 10 Sunday, Sept 12 WpDIQ't Soc;ctr (2.0) 
September1 
Ithaca 1, Sa-anion o 
Ithaca 9, Hartwick o 
FIELD 
HOCKEY Fall Goll al Elmira lnvitalional · Fall Goll at Colgate/Cornell Invitational 
Ithaca career Sava Percentage 11 :00 am 9:30 am 
September8 
Ithaca 4, AHred o 
Nto'• Sqcclr (2-Q) 
Seplember4 
lthlca 8, Green Mountain 1 
~5 
lthlca 2, Rowan 1, OT 
. 
Septembar8 
Colgate 7, Ithaca 0, 
YoUeyhln (5:2) 
Septembar3 
Baldwin-Wallace def. Ithaca 15-9, 15-10, 
4-15 
Ithaca def. Adrian 15-7, 15-6 
September4 
Ithaca def. Marietta 1~. 15-3 
Name Sava Pel Saturday, Sept 11 Football vs. Albany 
1. Karen Hollands (1990-Present) .901 
2. Karen Paltersoo (1976-79) .894 
3. Rebecca Ryder (1986-88) .893 
4. Karen Howarth (1982-85) .881 
5. Wynne Lobel (1989-90) .878 
1:30p.m. 
Field Hockey at Lock Haven 
1:00p.m. 
Fall Goll al Colgate/Comell lnvilalional 
9:30a.m. 
Men's Soccer al Rochester 
Monday, Sept 13 
Women's Tennis al Cortland 
Tuesday, Sept. 14 
Field Hockey at Bloomsburg 
Fall Goll at LeMoyne 
Ithaca def. York 12-15, 15-2, 15-5 
Ithaca def. Mount Union 16-14, 15-13 
John Carrol def. Ithaca 6-15, 2-15 
FOOTBALL 
Wlmlngest Active Division HI Coachu 7:00p.m. Women's Soccer al Bnghamton 
September8 
Women's Soccer vs. Rensselear 
Name, School Wini 2 oo 
Vo8eyball at Oneonta 
Ithaca def. Hartwick 15-6,15-7,15-5 1. John Gagwdi, St. John's 294 : p.m. 
2. RonSchijlper, Ctntral : Women's Tennis vs. LeMoyne Wednesday, Sept 15 
3. .Im 8utllrftlld 
199 
1 :00 p.m. Men's Soccer vs. Oswego 
MEN.~S SOCCER 4. RogerHarii~-LaCrosse 5. Bil MarlloYe, v-, 185 6. Jin Chiislopher, Conc.-Moorehead 169 
lthlcl llln'• Soccer Coaclllng'Rlcorda 7. Frank Girmdi, Lycoming 150 
Coach Slaona Won Lost Tlad 
=.8ro:-vn 1184Pmlnt 96 46 13 1932-62 90 103 18 
Calail "Cap" Wod 1963-69 52 22 4 
AlanM81Ccirmack 1975-80 40 42 4 
r:.~ 1981-83 26 11 5 1970-72 17 18 2 
Pct, 8. Don Mk, Tridy 140 
.681 9.RaySmlh,Hope 138 
.469 Joa Mc:Oanial, Came 138 
.692 11. Peter Mazzalano, Bridgewater 134 
.488 12. Bab Reade, Auguslana 131 
.679 13. Bab Ford, M»lrf 127 
.486 
....... , . 
MEN'S ·TRACK WQMEN·s :soccER 
llhiiciaWorililn'a SoCClr Alllt1 Rtcanll Ithaca Woman's Soccer Point Rtc:ords 'l:a':n.Crou Courmy~= tlmH Dall 
Name 9t11on1-·- Aalllta Name Stasona Polntl Pat O'Conner 31:00 ' 10/23182 
l.esleMurphy 1981.;&i 22 Mat.reen Nolan 1983-86 82 Jim Quinn 31:00 10123182 
MlllllmlNolan 1983-88· 18 Tracy~ 1986-89 65 .1AnvGoodenough31·24 10/27184 
.................. 1981:'D'll 18 JanatWnght 1981-83 62 -::-··, . IH81111 m¥" ,._ K8W1 Bishop 31:49 10/23J82 
Tracy~ 1986-89 17 Lise Moore 1989-92 62 Adam Eigenrauch 32:21 10126191 
Tracy Coomber 1-,.9Q 12 Lesia Murphy 1981-84 60 David ()'Conner 32:30 10/23182 
Lorrie [)eyle 1989-92 11 Tracy Coomber 1987-90 54 Mke Griffith 32:45 10/27184 
Jenn G~ · 1t90-prtunt 11 Lorrie Oeyle 1989-92 51 Joe McFerran 32:45 10/27184 
TenfGlrenlo 198M6 10 LisaCastano 1983-85 49 Mlktllulllgan 32:45 10/10/92 
Ttiay Marulo 1982-85 10 Michelle Frech 1984-87 44 John Dickens 32:46 10/26191 
AsbkJf Rydet 1989-92 10 Laura Goldin 1984-85 39 Hans Haverkamp 32:55 10/26/91 
·0- ·- - ·- .. a.,~.~-'-~---- .. -----··- !1{1•~'!.~~P.!.'!9.~...e!!!'..!'!. ---~t -- ------~ .. · --·· ~ 
,•,.,/-_-';.,~~~-· ·r;:., -.~, ·.• :·--!.·-;,,.1.-:..,:• ~ ,·, , 
A FEW GOOD SENIORS 
-TOJOIN 
-THE CENTRAL PLANNING COMMITTEE 
AND 
WORK IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
THE SENIOR CLASS EXECUTIVE BOARD 
INFORMATIONAL MEETING 
WILL BEHELD 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15 
AT7:30 P.M. 
IN THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER 
ANY SENIOR 
INTERESTED IN HELPING 
THE SENIOR CLASS IS WELCOME 
SPONSORED BY: 
J) (/ 
Voleyball at Brockport Invitational 
5:00p.m. 
D 
3:30pm 
4:00 p.m. 
1:00p.m. 
4:00p.m. 
7:00pm 
4:00pm 
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~-.. -_ The ~b~~ Day h~iiday is a fune for_barbecu~ 
·,: mg, partying and having fun. Once again, _ 
Ithaca College students carried on th~ tradition 
in some not-so-traditional ways. 
By Rena M. DiFilippo · and Ali- Mroczkowski 
